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T i aw en

"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmnesa in the Right"
ROY,

Volume XVI.

Mora &unty,ÑewMem

NEW MEXICO WOMEN
IN PUBLIC LIFE

Resolutions

Democratic Coun

!iEliIEíi!;i!iili

Number 52

it 20.

American Legion

ty Central Com
mittee Meeting

The question is still sometimes ask- In view of the fact that the expectAt the Monday night's meetiag of
the Roy Village Trustees, the follow- ed special session of the state legis- - ed: "What is the American Legion?"
Here is the Preamble to the National
ing resolution was presented by Trus- lature will probably ratify the Federal Suffrage Amendment and that the Constitution, judge for yourself:
tee Ogden:
may have comWHEREAS, the Officials of the Vil- women of the state
PREAMBLE For God and Coun
A meeting.of the Democratic lage of Roy having received many plete political equality with men by
try, we associate ourselves together
i:
election,
November
of
the
time
the
Central Committee is called at complaints from the citizens of Roy interesting to note that New Mexico for the following purposes:
Jan. 17th, that the dances conducted here are iswomen have already made places foi To uphold and defenu the Const!
Al end "Tony" Hanson enjoyed a Mora for Saturday,
T. R. Pint's sale Tuesday set a visit from their sister, formerly Miss 1920 to elect a Chairman and disorderly and that games of chance themselves and their interests in the
of the United States of America.
for money and persons under lawful
To, main tain Law and Order; to Fos
new pace far sales on the Mesa. Ann Hanson, bow Mrs. Ray R. Jones fill vacancies on the Committee.' age are allowed m ine ltoy rool mu public life of the State
Mrs. Josie Lockard of Raton is a ter and perpetuate an 10ft per cent
r.r.d that Ií.tjov is bcirrr handled ur.- Over COO people attended, the and her husband, who came from San
ta Fe last wek and remained several
Chairman Seligman will
of the State Board of Educa- Americanism.
member
State
in ,thí Villajs of. Boy.
To preserve the memories and in
prices paid were the highest and days here.
'
Hallett Reynolds of Las
Mrs.
tion.
be in attendance to confer on TlIiTEJoGIE. Be Ii Resolved that
cidents
of our association in the great
UniNormal
regent
of
the
M.r
Vegas
Jones
linotype
is
operator
a
and
a
is
there was more cash settlements
this lercr.'.icn v;hcn passed and
of importance.
war; to inculcate a tense of individual
n
an
Mrs. Adelina
e:;pert
ena.riloy-- 1 matters
versity
and
been
He
it.
has
at
than at any other sale m record.
.vi': !;e r.c'.icj u;:on any and all
ed on the banta Fe New Mexican the
is the chairman of the State Board obligation to the Community, State
Blas Gallegos, Secretary. concerned t':nt the Viilarrc of Roy will of Health, while there are five women and Nation; to combat the Autocracy
$5,860.00 was the total on the past year and goes from here t Trinrevoke the license of any one conductmembers of the Child Welware Boar.i of both Classes and Masses; to make
tally sheet,
Col, White also is idad, Colorado, where he has a po
ing a business or place of amusement and five in the Girl;,' Welfare Board. Right the master of might; to ProChronicle-News.
sition with the
Mr.
breaking records,
Four hours Jones has an ambition to own and
which is not conducted in an orderly The State Librarian and the State Di- mote Peace and Good Will on earth;
manner, that 'tlx Village of Roy with rector of Industrial Education are wo- to safeguard and transmit to posterwas his actual selling time,
publish a papar of his own swne time
and is a thorough newspaper man. Ha
de&ires
to the State and Federal Authorities men, and all the Governors for the ity ths principles of Justice, Freedom
.!
The
to Consecrate and
Colors "Over There" call the attention of its readers to Hv: pidsecute any illicit handling of liquor last decade and more have relied upon and Democracy;
served
with
Ine
Albert Branch .arrived home during
It was moved by F. A. Roy and the. expert assistance of Miss Claru Sanctify our Comradeship by our dethe war and impresses all who professional card of Messrs. Whehn
Tuesday after a losg trip frcm met him here as "some fellww."
í; Palmer, attorneys, Clayton, New seconded by J. Floersheim that reso- Olscn who has been the Governor's votion to Mutual Helpfulness.
No organization was ever founded
Mexico, which appears elsewhere in lution as read be adopted rpread upon prívate secretary for many year. Nat
Vladivostoe, Siberia, via, China,
in the Span turallv the women are
in on a more concise, and ideal creed and
the minutes and tiublif-heH. Wortman and íamüv., of Liberty this paper.
"
the Philippines, Guam, Hawaii, community.,' drove to Pueblo and CobBROWN,
F.
terested in educational matter!, n no organization of men in the history
In bddition to having had sevenu ish American.
Mayor.
'Frisco and ElPaso. He is the rado Springs for a
Attest:
s'
ten counties ba'e rCO;mh.ed ths 'work of the world ever had as broad and
years experience as a practicing lawvawation, returning last week. yer, iMr. Thomas A Whelan nas ac
MÍELVILL2 FLOLREKE1M, Clerk of women i y niAir.;? t!iem Coa.uy Su .ciiiji'theiisive an experience, or a
embodiment of perfect health
They drove their new Ruick car and quired information and experience, u Frank A. Roy, Trustee.
perintendents ot í.caoo.3, vvhne twn- - ii,hcr ideal to pattern from than have
and the khaki of 'the U.S. Army made a thousand mile
fcnp.
o
liable in the practice, by reason of his J. Floersheim, Trustee,
others are serving: on County ;he young men by reason of service
was never more worthily
or
Boards of Education. Une hundred of their Country in the greatest war
connection with the General Land
'.rvin Ogdcn, Trustee.
and thirteen women are members ot for the highest ideals humanity has
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, from Remigio Lopez, Trustee.
gracefully worn. His winter in Leo Wagner is reported seriously
experienced and cherished.
ill a1) ihe home of his father, Peter which place he has worked during trie
School District Hoards and many oth
Siberia and the.journey there and Wagmr, at Alva, Oklahoma. He will past
The
time is now when he who loofca
Supervisors,
Rural
acting
as
ers are
three years as a Special Agent of
idealism as "beautiful but
such
upon
asback have been an education to have a sale at his faun east of Roy, the Field Division, ne is not an enThe Baptist people oi Roy are re- Home Economics, Directors and
is a back number and a
impractical"
Jan.
14th
dispose
his
and
persona,
of
Agents.
to
County
stranger
people
secto
tire
the
of
sistants
this
is
college
joicing
Baptist
him which he fully appreciates
t
that the
property.
his work in connection with be located at Lar, Vejvas. The gift of
as
The legislative work done by New lability to society.
tion
He will aeofipr the offer of his
The American Legion has before i!
the land office has frequently brought the old Montezuma Hotel up the can- Mexico women extends over a space
of their Ideals into
Juan Lujan is the Census Enumera- him into this section.
old position back at the Floer
yon a few miles at the Hot, Springs, of only a few years, but considerable the chrystalization
and they have the
conditions
ig making the village
Ifor
practical
Roy
tor
and
benefit
accomplished
for
the
frorc.
Mr.
recently
Palmer
has
come
has
been
winda million dollar building, was a
sheim store aad prove up on Ms
list first. His book is a marvel of Jackson, Mississippi, a- -- wriicn piacs fall for them, and they will spend ths of women and children in that short best of prospects for tne speedy a- homestead,.
neatness and legibility and he is mak- he has been engaged in the general generous appropriation for the col- time. The record should begin with complishment of that end.
Naturally the recognized power of
Albert is the last of our Soldiers ing the rounds like a veteran. He will practice for the past Ilteen years. We lege in additions and extensions mak- the work of Mrs. W. E. Lindsey, who
movement will cause the powers
precinct
the
take
the
ooütside
3 are advised
the
Constitutional
the
of
grounded
induced
he
is
well
members
that
ing it one of the foremost institutions
to reach home and all are glad 4o SBun as the
evil
to attempt to pervert it to the
of
corporation is finísned.
giv
clause
in the law and is a man of high in- of learning in the state.
Convention to include the
welcome hita..
tegrity.
ine women suffrage in school elec political application to any degree of
Miss Tillie Branch went reluctaelly
This paper takes .pleasure in ciim
Anna Branch returned to Dawson tions. Mrs. Lindsey, Mrs. A. A. Kel- - 3iiccess.
We don't believe this can be done
n
served
George Lewis' bakery outfit .ar back to her:scbocl at Sabinoso after mending these gentlemen to its read- Monday after waiting since New Year lum and Mrs.
More than three
waiting for days for her brother, Al- ers, and predicts for them a liberal for her brother Albert to
with the Legion.
legislative
the
of
chairmen
in
as
from
turn
return
rived Wednesday and is being in- bert to return home. That boy is sure share of "the practice from this
an
Siberia. He was delayed enroute home department of the State Federation of million young men who fought for
to know it can
learned
have
ideal
and
stalled.
He will be ready for popular with his sisters and we don't
by
aided
the
Clubs,
and,
Women's
Presidio.
from
blame them. He knows more of the
women of the state, have suc- be made real are a ho:t to be reckonbusiness Monday.
i
wvorld after two 'years in Siberia than
ceeded in securing some excellent leg- ed with.
he would ever havelearned had be snot
Hcie'ij
prayer that the
islation. The laws secured largely by
Mrs. R. A. Pendleton has toeen; gone to the mat.
the work of women include the rai: American Legion shall be an instruing of the age of consent, the "opt: ment in the hand of God to mate th
seriously ill with Rheumatism
Henry Garms, president and general
Brotherhood of Man a fact instaad of
of the act which perraitt'.d the ha
but is better.
.
manager of the Solano Mill and Elean ideal to crush Autocracy in high
band to dispose of community real
x
The
vator Compwny.ictaied Monday ani
arm and Stock Sale of A.B. SLUSHER
tate without the consent of the wife, and low places and to maks all th
some Bwell stock certificates for
the creation oí juvenile court':, the ac world a fit place for the inhabitation of
Martin Rhne has purck&sed a
15 miles Northeast of HOY, has been Postponed on
issuing shares of stock in the comproviding
for the care o! dependen' civilized and enlightened Man and to
12-2- 5
Avery tractor and a
pany.- They are- for 1500.00 each and
c
ted
children, the creation ftf bring the spiritual conception of our
and
negé
plow from the
Liberty Garage. he is getting a hundred of them so Account of the Storm from Wednesday. .JanrTthtothe Child's Welfare and
timé up to the high standard of eur
if
11 of the enterprise will be well financed
Boards, while the State Prohi material advancement,
He plans to summer-falloall are sold. TTheyaire cash with writer
bition Amendment and the State Board
his wheat land in future.
fully paid op and
The
of Health owe their existence very
FEDERAL FARM LOAN
ry,
Farm-Machine40 CATTLE, 15 HORSES & MULES,
material for the mew mill will soon be
largly to the interest and efforts of
The local organization of the FedHenry Mikhell. Ben StaauL here and work will start. He has
women.
Feed, H-I- I. Goods,
eral Farm Loan will hold its annual
.
moved to Solano anil is on the grounds
Those men who have been worried meeting to elect officers and transact-othe- r
Waldo Morns (j. (J. Moore and
ready for it.
Sale 'to Com menee promptly t 10 a.
as to the effect of the votes and office
business of importance atvthe?
Carl Weisdorfer are owners of
COL F. O. WHlffE, Auct, Rey, N. M.
Lunch at Noon.
holding of women upon the public life office of the Secretary in Roy, on Toes
L.
ShulU,
Bring
Clerk.
your
own Drinking Cups.
Frank
new Chevrolets this week.
of the state may relieve their minds day afternoon, January 13, 1920, at
That the S-is appreciated by some
by glancing over thife summary of two o'clock.
of its distant readers is frequently atwhat has been their especial interest
All members of the organizations
Roy Day has returned from a tested and sometimes friends here at
in tibe past The home, the school, are urged to attend this meeting. Thes
home try t
ncourge
by
saying
us
Michigan
and at SiLouis it might be
visit in
civic housekeeping, the conditions sur- local has had a good year and has
worse but the following
rounding women and children these brought much money to the farmers
he found considerable "wimter an statements faom letters received with
will continue to occupy the attention of this vicinity and added much to tha
remittances please us so well we want:
the east.
THE HUSBANDMAN
of wives and mothers; and they will prosperity of the community. If can,
you all to see them:
(By Walt Mason)
find in the suffrage, not a new and un- and will do as well or better the comWs,
"Enclosed .check for the
charted sea of responsibility, but a ing year if you will do your part toL. E. DeublerJiad his wheat thrses'b-tewant to keep an touch'.with that splenThe farmer milks the lowing kinc tool which will make their public work
of the Village Trusthe
meeting
At
ward maintaining it.
did
part
God's
Jie
World.
of
purchased
from J
on the farm
We read
tees .Monday evening, a number of and carries grape juice to the swine, easier of accomplishment, whether it
F. H. FOSTER, Secretary.
AV. Lyle, near Solano last spring, has with interest of the improvements .nd
matters of importance to the welfare the kind of dope they like; he starts may he for one community, the state
Did
you
imarketed it and .checked up. Jie Jaot growth therfc."
lose a new baby blanket?
,
of the town were taken up and han- to work ah break of day and plug-- or the nation.
Dr. Minerva Knott, Sedaüa, Me.
We can tell you where it is.
.the 1G0 acres with 5a acres of wheat
along
"til
grey,
dusk
is
and
timo
hasis't
Some
gloves.
of
the
"Enclosed Check for '19 and '&). dled without
planted, for $10 an acre. The wheat
... 1 .
Will Gilstrap IFback
jae stands
to ai.tu.ft.Ei.
Ok.
need oi
in
í .
Master Donald Justice, eldest son on important business. atHeGould, have-som.
.
i
on 55 acres paid all harvesting and We always feok forward to Moadaf1"
,
LZ
more
will
nours,
m
snorter
to
sieen
time
Roy banker and wire, was tx
of
the
comes :aid
threshing expenses, and marketing for that is the day the S-important business here whern
''ensured up for future use. The fact cosy bowers, more time to rest an. years old Saturday and he celebrated
without his turning a hand, and pays we read it fiast."
.hi'.n been free from disoBder read; bul he can hear the horses nei.h 'he event with a number of juvenile he gets back if all goes v.e:t.
Rov
that
James Miracle, Uuiuth, iiy.
ihe entire price of ihe farm and leaves
for bundles of refreshing hay, ths
Miss Elsye Iloelz, ioraer teacher
friends at his home. Play ana feast"Send me the last twji papera aná and dissention since the closing of the mules for fodder plead.
ihir.i enough money tí, pay for the trip
The old gray
its
and
saloons,
drunkenness
that
on ice cream and, cake made the in the Roy schools', but now a member
ing
ibis wife and children are now enjoying téll me the pri:e for a year."
lowing of crime, profanity and ob. mare is beastly sick, the colic makes afternoon a joyous one for him and of the teaching corps at Dawson, wa
L. R. Cooper, Era, Texas.
to California and hack.
and other nasty subsidiaries her roll aad kick, and stand upon her his little friends and a busy and hap. a guest of Mrs. R. E. Alldredge and
scenity
"Enclosed check, extend my sub.
And this
JSint a bad investment?
was noted and the recent head; and so he nurses her all night py one for his mother. These little Mrs. Al. S. Hanson last veek. She
to
booze,
J no t by any means a phenomenal case acription."
outbreak of drunkenness and disorder until she's feeling well and right, in- chaps are to be congratulated, getting is the same old ray of sunshine as of
J. X-- Stanfill,
Hundreds of farmers here have dene
was made the subject of careful and stead of being dead. He has to hunt here on earth just m time to grow up old and likes the teacnerage accommoLubbock, Texas
as veil or better this past year. '
a missing sow, or saw the antlers oil
thought.
earnest
with the truly great times that are dations at Dawson as well as her sev'"Enclosed cheek for
Afraid I'm
:Stej?s were itaken to practically get a cow, so she won't hock again; he has dawning and in which they will play enty cherubs whom she teaches up
late. Don't let it run out. Wish you
there.
at the root of the evils Booze boot- to crawl beneath the erib, and f poil so important a part.
CARD OF THANKS
a prosperous newyear.
in by (enemies of society or his tucker and his bib, to find a set.
legged
MOSQUERO NEWS
,
r. n. wnneim, manufactured from the most danger- ting hen. The farmer has more cau.;e
January 5, 1920
Mrs. Elizabeth DeWeese was called
Waufkegan, 111.
'ingredients by social .and moral to strike than Johnathan or Pets or
to the bedside of her brother in a Kan
"Am sending ekeck to
The ous
I dsMtime to convey jny heartfelt
perverts who have less regard for their Mike, who in the cities live; but ne
sas City Hospital last week where hk
lis a household necessity and it
thanks and appreciation for all the
own lives than for their depraved ap- has many chores in view, and WALK
life was despaired of,
Christmas gifts from the parishoners is a source of pleasure to nead the petites.
Tax-PayeThe resolution appearing in OUT stunts would never do no profit
of
All
To
Thomas Holland, lost one of his best
and also from many other friends. As reports of the mesa the past season."
this issue is issued as a warning in would they give. But if the. farmer
horses from falling in a well. Some
Mrs. Ethel Crall,
for instaure: Their generaus contri
County.
Mora
per- STRUCK, ah, me, Oh where in blit
one left his pasture gate down and
bution in She "Coal" collection, which
Redlands, California. the hope lihat the parties who are of zen would we be, and where would we
petrating
fostering
carnival
or
this
the loss is the result.
"Enclosed find cheek for two yeara.
helped' to make the Padreé Home a
get
flff? There'd be no bacon and no
to deswt before the large
In accordance with Chapter William Loftin and wife went to
warm and pleasant one; and for the We has had a lot of cold weather and lawlessness
majority
citizens take BEANS, no flour or meal or helpful 101, Sec. 1,
Christmas teat prepared for all the snow. That extra you put out was it into of own
Laws of 191 State Kansas City this week to visit
hands to end in a greens, no skim milk in the trough.
Schools in Mosquero
on
children by the different Gbristma3 certainly good and showed what you manner their
Mexico,
notice is hereby Monday after
New
of
If
e'er
the
farmers
organize,
and
then
that will be effective if it is
a
delightful
vacation.
Tree organizations, especially by the are doing there. Land here is very necessarily
should strike as other guys, there'll given that the Tax Roll or Asharsh on the violators.
A new preacher has come to town.
Municipal Funds issued at tke Red high, selling as high e $200, an acre
We have had little or no need for be a frightful dearth, and we'll
and we are not raising as good crops
Book for the year 1919 Rev. Trevor Orton. He comes fresh
Cross Hall Dec 24th.
sessment
up
fold
weary
our
heave
limbs,
a
and
long
marshal
a
for
for
a
time and but
from service overseas in the Armv.
I hope that next year we will enjoy as you folks are down there. I can't the
introduction of booze would sel sigh and close our glims, and JUST for the county of Mora, was de- and is characteristically open and
tine privilege of offering a similar see why people should fay such high dom
have need of a peace officer. A FALL OFF THE EARTH.
livered to me, the undersigned
in his action and speech. Here
treat to all the Tiíldren, in our new prices whew they can buy land that warning
of this kind heeded will saw;
are a few excerpts from his introwill produce more for a year's interof Roy.
lojal Catholic schooJ-churon
County
29th
the
Treasurer
of
s
should
expense
lot trouble and
and
There were fewer 'calls for charity
ductory: "Religion is just good, com
est on the money
in a farm
day of December, A.D. 1619,
FATHER FELIX VACHON, O.M.I. here but they do.invested some
on Christmas this year than ever bemon horse sense." "I have not come
day be heeded.
But
fore. Republicans failed in their efhere
to pit my brains or my opinion.
Roy
will
sell
much
land
at
as
for
just
You are further notified that
Sam Bland ig proudly telling the
The fact that packs of dogs of all fort to make an issue of the war, and
against yours, but to throw them into
as it does here now. We thought a
colors and sizes have been roam- now they can point to no famine as a any Tax-Payworld they have a baby at their house
kinds
alleging error in the melting pot with yours
few years ago
pull,
$20 an acre was ing
the streets for some time to the reason for putting them in power. Pes- his assessment, must file his com- .shoulder to shoulder, fifty-fift- y and
It proved to be little Grace, the baby high for land butthat
past.
days
those
with
are
annoyance .disgust and danger to the tilence is the only hope remaining.
daughter of Mrs. J. M. Elder, teacher
you." "I am a Methodist but I am
I am also pleased to see your Masonic
plaint or petition for the correc- not
people of the town, was called to the
at the Solano schools, who Jives with Lodge
here to bolster up my church but
is doing so well there.
week,
wife
during
the
his
Sam and
attention of the Trustees Monday ev
Senator Gronna was in the mid.st tion of same, as require by law, to use it as you use your farm imRUFUS MAHONEY,
was ordered that the dog of a fine speech against his partv'.s
plements
Le Roy, Minnesota. ening, it
tax be collected and all untaxed dogs "gag rule" in the Senate when he wa within six months from the date duction of for production the proFather Felix Vachon has invited Mr (A
here)
character, our task, to creformer
homesteader
destroyed and the others restrain 3d fagged and could proceed no further, above, said petition or complaint ate character
Al Griego president of the committee
producing environment."
g
Spanish-Speakinpeople
a
call
to
of
The recent history of the Senate must be filed with the District He believes in the Church
These are just a few of them, but from being a public nuisance and a
as a Com'
meeting of his committee with that they cheer us up when we get peevish number of volunteers have offered to seems to show that a "Progressive'
No complaints or pe munity Center, a place to work for
of the English Speaking people of the at the drudgery of getting out the pa- help with the extermination of soma, is a Republican politician who back Attorney.
social welfare as well as for gospel
church.
per all alone week after week. There hundred or more superfluous dogs in ' up when "Boss" Penrose gives the titions can be filed after six services.
be
will
present
Padre
this
The
at
is so much of good to tell that Wi town. If you value your dog, pay the order.
,
monihs.
.
The New Year's program was: 6
meeting and will receive reports from never can get to because of tne rush license and restrain him from being
L
to 8, business; 8 to 10, fun and re'
both committees.
a
public
.
nuisance.
j
dinWilson
President
ate
a hearty
and drudgery of the shop work that
freshments; 10 to 11, Community WelFRED S. BROWN,
The meeting will be Sunday, Janu- we sometimes feel that we are
no'
fare; 11 to 12, song and sermon. An
to- Dr.
Plumlee
Un.
returned
"County
Treasurer,
1920,
Chapel.
at the
ary 11,
getting the whole answer, but the. s
interesting program is outlined for
day from Missouri.
FR. FELIX VACHON.,
ncuwercent with interest and wony Phiüp N. Sanchez, Deputy.
letters are surely encouraging.
next Sunday.
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er squatted by one spoor
i other. He held up three

and then anfingers.
"All males?" said M'sungo.
The tracker nodded.
"Big ones?" said M'sungo, with that

'XJ"

M Bdi

VI

k

BHI I

I

t

t ii

k r1

m!

e
of exaltation.
The boy grinned.
M'sungo touched the edge of the
mighty spoor with his toe. "M'culo?"
"Stuleckal" murmured the tracker,
nnd rolled his eyes up into the trees.
"He says it's a whopper," whispered
M'sungo, and promptly went into action. He took off his jacket and Jersey, rolled up his sleeves and tightened
his belt. The trncker Ntrlpped to his
breech-clou- t
and took from one of" the
assegaL
wizened a slender-shafteThe three old hunters laid aside the
rifles they had been carrying and the
gunbearers quietly picked them up.
M'sungo turned to Andrea. "Get on
the donkey," he ordered. When she
was mounted her eyes were on a level
with - his own. "Listen," he mid.
"You'll ride now, because when we
strike the bush you can't. Please listen, because from now until tho 111
nobody is going to speak to you and
If you should say a word out loud you
might get six inches of spear in tho
excitement of. the moment."
- "Go ahead ; I won't speak," said Andrea, and pressed her lips together.
"When you begin to get hot," continued M'sungo, "just take off what
you don't want and drop it. We people ahead can't lose anything if we
try. The 'boys' used to pick up my
dead mutches until I stopped them.
When you come to the bush, shed your
skirt, get off Marguerite nnd leave
him. Walk lightly and' hung on till
you drop. If you last long enough,
you'll see me take the big gun. That's
the beginning of the end and when It
happens you are to do just one thing.
Look around you. Somewhere near
you are bound to see a big tree looming out of the bush. Go to it, hug it,
stay with it whatever happens till I
half-smil-
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ANDREA WITNESSES AN EXCITING ELEPHANT
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Continued.

The river was a treacherous-lookinstream, deep, sluggish, bordered for
bunks.
Vlie most part by
Where Its shores were broken Into
shelving slopes these were covered
with n towering growth of reeds and
matted elephant grass. There was a
hiiiu-npnere unit lucre mm uu earn
ere lying what appem-cto be logs
':ist up by flood.
As the expedition reached the crest
of the bank, thereby coming Into full
view of the river, the logs, one by one,
elevated themselves a foot Into the
iiir through all their length nnd moved
silently, swiftly, horribly Into the wafer. Andrea caught her breath. She
had seen crocodilea In captivity, but
never like this, never free to scurry
on distorted legs, to sink silently into
murky depths and lurk.
"White Man," she whispered, "are
they as awful as they look?"
"They are," he answered. "It is
pretty generally accepted that more
natives succumb to crocs in Africa annually than to any other one cause,
not excepting famine and smallpox. It
Miunds unbelievable until you know
the native mind. A man will be taken
at n certain crossing and half an hour
later you may see his companions
leisurely wading the stream the same
llnce. The explanation is that they
consider that the victim lost his life
solely by reason of the cheap brand of
'medicine' he carried. Each one is
convinced that his own bit of stone,
rag or twisted wood is the real thing
nnd nothing can dissuade him until the
moment when he too is snatched ung

d

u

der."
"Howr

ghastly," said Andrea, "and

how pitiful."
"Yes, it Is," said M'sungo, and added: "Sort of knockout to faith, isn't
It? But even crocs have character.
There are certain crossings swarming
with them where they are known to
Ik friendly and where no one has ever
been attacked."
By the time he finished speaking the
natives had baled out a wide, clumsy
scow and M'sungo nodded to Andrea
to slide down the slippery landing
chute nnd climb in. She was worried
as to how Marguerite was to be managed when, to her delight, four blacks
picked him up bodily and deposited
liira in the center of the leaky craft,
lie did not deign to more than half

Propel lee! Laboriously
Poles.

by

open his eyes.' Propelled laboriously
by poles and then across by
clumsy paddles, It took them the best
part of half an hoiir to make the opposite landing. Andrea was surprised

.
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Andrea Pellor, handsome daughter of Lord Pellor, impecunious aristocrat,
lilnmond mine owner.
Is doomed to marry an Illiterate but wealthy middle-ane- d
She disconsolately wanders from her hotel In South Africa, and discovers an
aviator about to lly from the beach. Impulsively, or course Imagining that the
trip will be merely a pleasant excursion, she begs to be taken for a ttifiht,
although she does not know him. He somewhat unwillingly agrees, and they
start. When she realizes her unknown aviator is not going back Andrea In
desperation tries to choke him with one of her stockings. He thwarts her and
they sail on Into the very heart of Africa. Landing In an immense craal, Andrea finds the natives all bow In worship to her mysterious companion. While
Man continues deaf to Andrea's pleadings to be restored to her friends. She
goes on a day's hunting trip with White Man and thoroughly enjoys the exciting experience. White Man by a skillful shot saves her from the attack of a
sable bull and she Is fast becoming reconciled to her fate after eight days In
the craal. On another expedition the donkey on which Andrea Is mounted
runs away with her and she Is for a moment made ridiculous. White Man explains the African method ot wife purchase, "obolo." She la horrilied.

CHAPTER VII.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

that M'sungo's impatience seemed to
tie dying down, and said so.
"Oh," he explained, "there's no great
hurry. We aren't after antelope, you
know. Three out of every five
shot are killed at the noon hour.
If the one we are after is traveling,
we'll i.ever, never see him, for he II
think nothing of ninety miles as a
lay's stroll. If he's feeding, and
that's the probability in this case,
we'll come up with him at the heat
of the day under a big tree dozing and
lazily fanning himself with his ears."
The country across the river was a
contrast to anything Andrea had seen.
It was what M'sungo called mangy;
totally bare In spots and breaking out
in others Into thorn thickets or oases
of thick brush. Farther upstream was
a forest of high straight trees, much
higher than the tembas, bul Inland
this towering growth suddenly fell to
a low level of bush that cut a gray
line along the horizon. Th band of
gray was broken herí anrt there by
the black dome of a tree.
M'sungo followe'J the direction of
Andrea's eyes. "T'.iat long gray patch,"
he said, "that's elephant bush, but
Lord knows when we'll get there."
The wizened men led them upstream
and soon they were in the deep shade
of the high forest, but not for long.
In ten minutes they traversed it, for
it was nothing but a tongue, a long
screen extending from elephant bush
Scarcely had they left Its
to river.
shelter when the three hunters pnused
Andrea
and with them M'sungo.
pressed forward.
The soggy ground was
with great holes of varying sizes ; the
smallest a foot in circumference, the
"largest, three. "Females and youngsters," murmured M'sungo In explanation, "all trash." He stood quite still,
his eyes traveling rapidly over a wide
radius, pausing suddenly when the
tracker thoughtfully touched a grass
blude with his toe or another boy solemnly measured a spoor with his feet
placed one ahead of the other, looked
up inquiringly and retired In confusion
at the kindly sneer on the faces of the
hunters.
"Why are you waiting?" asked Andrea Impatiently.
M'sungo flushed a look at her.
"Waiting?" he whispered. "We're not
Every man here, according
waiting.
to his lights, is reading. You saw
that cheeky gunbeurer measure a
spoor and then withdraw with a hangdog look. He thought he hud spotted
a male bull. He has made himself
ridiculous for a year. Tonight you'll
hear the camp telling the Joke on him
over and over aguln. But the tracker
touches a blade of grass bent one way
with his toe and presently you'll see
him with a twig broken in the opposite direction. There he goes now.
He looks as if he were
doesn't he?"
ts

call you."
A moment later, they were off at a
terrific pace, the tracker In the lead,
M'sungo next( then the gunbearers,
Andrea, and after her the tagging rest.
For hours they kept on withpause.
or
a
a
break
out
Andrea watched M'sungo's long stride,
fascinated by its unvarying pendulum
swing. Tie gunbearers took shorter

pock-marke- d

and breath
an irregular
came in hurried gasps. In spite of the
men before her, Andrea felt olons,
adrift on a sen of unseen but hovering
perils. She looked over her shoulder.
Only Bathtub wus In sight behind her,
tense, one foot in air, waiting for her
to take her next step before he placed
his foot. His naked Lody, exposed to
the merciless sun, streamed with
sweat.
Andrea's shoulders ached from
holding her arms before her face- to
wurd oft the interminably encroaching
vines and brunches that seemed to oppose the way, but Invariably parted nt
her touch. Her tongue wus parched,
all her clothing laid hands on her every
motion with a clammy grip nnd her
body quivered on the fine edge of exhaustion, but she hung on, her eyes
above dark shadows casting agonized
glances ut M'sungo. If only he would
reach for the big gun! If only he
would reully stop for even a fleeting
rest.
The next moment she found herself
crowded Into the halting group in
front. They stood in the spnrse shade
of a big tree, their eyes sweeping the
ground beneath their feet nnd rising
to meet cueh other's gaze with swift
intelligence and swifter understanding. Here was a great reading, the
of suspense, the pregnant
moment of final premonition. The
three elephants had come together,
they had milled beneath this tree, they
were even now indubitably beneath the
next they had encountered for when
a feeding elephant walks in a circle
for no apparent reason it is because
his thoughts are entirely fixed on taking his noonday nap promptly.
The tracker stood unbelievably
erect, heels off the ground. It was as
though by an effort of will he had suspended himself In air, so still was he,
so wholly was his body consecrated to
Suddenly his
the act of listening.
wide nostrils quivered with a visible
fluttering and distended till their outer rims showed white. A look of
sensual and Ineffable content spread
over his face ns he drew down into
ids lungs that breath of tainted breeze.
He smelled the prey; the wind was
right.
Presently Andrea caught the odor
nnd her whole body trembled as from1
an overmastering physical contact.
This smell was unlike all others; the
mind gave it color and substance. It
crept through the forest like a dark
cloud, an ominous warning to all frail
creatures to get out of the way. She
felt suddenly cold and glanced over
notion
her shoulder with a
of retreat; then her eyes fell on
M'sungo and she forgot all else in an
absorption that was above fear.
He had become filled with an essence of youth, as though years of life
had rushed from past and future to fill
to overflowing the cup of this one
transcendent moment. His face was
tense but alight and his ordinarily
gray eyes had attained to an unfathomable blue that seemed to deny measure to the depth of his emotion. His
thin lips were drawn in the crooked
Hue of a fixed smile a smile that
struggled on the verge of an Infinite
solemnity.
When he moved he gave
an Indefinite Impression of disembodied action as If spirit alone passed
on, leaving flesh behind. Like a black
monitor the tracker went before him.
Andrea was suddenly aware that
M'sungo carried the big gun. Its dead
weight of eleven pounds lay in his
hands lightly as though it also were
sustained by a spiritual force. She had
not seen him take It and there was
something ghostly in the mere fact of
his possession of It Her mind was in
a turmoil; she knew that upon the
taking over of the big gun had hung
some vital instruction to herself but in
that primal moment of suspense, memory was an agonizing blank and nothing more. She followed blindly in the
cautiously pausing footsteps of the
single gunbearer that crept before her,
close on the heels of his master.
Infinity seemed to come and go be
fore they had advanced twenty paces,
She came to the bare trunk of a big
tree whose top had been felled by
lightning and at that moment M'sungo
looked back, a terrible frown on his
face. Without taking her eyes from
his she leaned against the stump of
the tree and put her arms around It.
Memory came to her. She remembered
what he had told her to do. She
hugged the tree lit a great relief while
her eyes still followed the white man
and the two black Shadows that he
seemed to throw, one before, one be
,
hind.
Suddenly the tracker paused with an
unmistakable finality. Ills hands went
up in an even, swift gesture of warn'
lng. His body sank gradually lower
and lower till it stretched flat and still
as a log at the side of the narrow
cautious
trail. With
movements the white man passed over
him and stood erect, at once steady

He Smelled the Prey.

steps. They walked pivoting on the
ball of the foot ; Just before each step,
their heels Jerked inward sharply for
the thrust back. She lenned forword ;
Marguerite had his eyes wide open.
He seemed to be breathing softly, as
though he, too, were bent on playing
the game.
Quite suddenly they came out of the
forest Into a broken mangy space. The
heat and glare was terrific. Here and
there were scraggy groups of thorn,
apparently burnt up by the sun, but in
reality very much alive. To one side,
an enormous acacia cast its grateful
blot of shade. The tracker, pausing
at last, looked straight up, transfixed
in an eloquent pose.
Andrea followed his gaze. At an
incredible height she saw a branch,
freshly broken. Her reason battled
with incredulity; it told her that only
one thing could have reached the
branch and snapped it the
trunk of the rearing beast they were
following.
For the first time in her
life, measuring again that height, she
felt actual awe. M'sungo cast a glance
over his shoulder. His face was alight ;
his eyes shone with a swimming brilliance.
A few minutes later they came to
the ragged edge of the elephant bush.
The tracker cast left and right with
quick, jerky steps. Here the three
bulls had separated; Joyful sign, for it
showed Intention to feed. The tracker
came to a halt, dropped the tip of his
assegai shaft to a chosen spoor.
M'sungo looked back at Andrea Impatiently. She threw herself from Marguerite's back and hastily stripped oft
her jersey, unbuttoned her skirt and
let it fall. She stood In helmet, khaki
shirt and breeches, puttees and tightly laced boots an adorable study in
brown. But M'sungo had no time for
artistic effects; he turned from her
with a nod and plunged Into the bush
in the wake of the tracker.
Fortunately for Andrea the going
g

well-marke- d

'

and quivering, as neat waves quiver
steadily in the air arising from
parched soil.
Not forty paces from where Andrea
hugged her protecting truni and
scarcely twenty In advance of M'sungo,
the domes of two trees topped the
even mass of the saplings about them.
Into the shadows beneath these trees
he was peering with an Intensity that
communicated Itself to Andrea. She
too stared desperately ns though by
an effort she might send light lato
darkness with her gaze.
Presently she was rewarded; three
shadows within the shadow slowly

antl-cllma- i:

Backache and Kidneys
Backache of any

kind is often

caused by kidney
disorder,
which

means that tho

kidneys are not
workuig properly.
Poisonous
matter and uric
acid accumulate
within the body

in

great

abun-dano-

e,

overworking the sick

kidneys, hence
the congestion of

blood causes

backache in the
same manner as a

similar

conges-

tion in the head

causes headache.
Yon become nervous, despondent, sick,
spots appearing
have
irritable,
feverish,
before the eyes, bagsundor the lids, and lack
ambition to do things.
The latest and most effective means of
overcoming this trouble, is to eat sparingly
of meat, drink plenty of water between
meals and take a single Anurio tablet before
each meal for a whilo.
Simply ask your druggist for Anurio
if you aren't feeling up to
the standard. If you have lumbago, rheumatism, dropsy, begin immediately this
trentment with Anurio.
The physicians and specialists at Dr.
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.,
have thoroughly tested this prescription
and have been with one accord successful in
eradicating these troubles.
Patients having once used Anuria at the
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Andrea nodded.
"Well, he Isn't," continued M'sungo.
"By now he has read the whole story.
He knows how many females made
this mess of a trail and how many
young. He knows when they came
and when they went. He could fill in
their stay wth a dozen Incidents, each
one complete In itself, such as where
a youngster slipped, fell, squealed and
got spanked by his mother. But such
trimmings of details Impress themselves only on his subconscious mind.
In reality his whole attention is fixed
on the main chance. By the season of
the year he knows that this herd is not
traveling alone. The track of the
males Is nearby. If we didn't have
the three old hunters we would go up
the bank of the river until we struck
it, but we don't have to because they
found it by chance this morning at the
first streak of dawn."
While he talked, the tracker stud-lethe three wizened sat aloof, taking
snuff. Now, at a nod from M'sungo,
they arose and proceeded swiftly
along the margin of the big trees.
Presently they swerved to the left and
plunged through undergrowth to a
path. In the fine dust
of that runway Andren saw the Identical monster spoor that the old black
had drawn with his finger on the
ground beside her breakfust table.
Another halt was called. The track

was now much slower. It was not that
the spoor was harder to follow in
fact, it was much easier, for through
the jungle of stunted sapling no man
could pass save where an elephant
had plowed a way but that now every
Indication of the game's progress had
to be read, studied and accurately valued. Here began the exercise of that
finished science which M'sungo had
placed so high, giving due credit to
those forerunners who had marked its
stages with their life's blood.
The state of a parted vine, or a
leaf, bore some message
upon the true reading of which hung
the delicate balance of success or failure. Slower and slower fell the pace
and In measured proportion silence
was born and seemed to grow and
spread and throb till it hung In the
nir like some stifling
mist. Beneath it the heart beat with

flkm
The White Man Still Stood Teme but
Immovable.
took form. Once seen, they advanced
in distinction until they stood out to
vision ns does the Coal Pit on a starry,
moonless night. They were three
clouds, ominous, dusky, thunderous.
Suddenly from, one of them came a
rumble that rolled ponderously away
through the silent world. Andren,

ignorant of the majesty of the intestinal commotions of the mightiest of
beasts, snatched a fleeting Impression
that somewhere beyond the brazen
sky, a storm was brewing.
The white man still stood, tense but
Immovable. Gradually Andrea's senses
gathered to the fact that this was no
pause. He was waiting waiting de
liberately or was It as one wh,o stands
fatally fascinated and paralyzed on
the threshold of disaster? Her heart
was beatng with a deafening throb.
She was sure the natives about her
could hear the equal tumult in their
own breasts.
Then her eyes, glued to the three
black clouds, saw one of the lesser of
them move, raise vast blankets of ears
and flap them, starting an audible gust
of wind. A great trunk wound and
unwound, rose lazily to Incredible
heights, reached a limb and tore It
with a scream of rending fibers from
the parent tree. The beast turned
slightly to avoid the avalanche of
boughs.
Instantly the white man's
arms swept into motion. He leveled
the big gun at an upward slant upon
the still Immovable central cloud and
fired.
All the silence In the world wns rent
asunder by that shot. With a rending
crash as of a thousand gatllng guns,
one, two, twenty elephants swept
through the sea of saplings and away.
It was as though an angry god had
snatched up the forest like a sheet snd
ripped" It apart. In the terrific whirlwind of sound gone mad, the second
bark of the rifle was quite lost to the
eur.
M'sungo turned and automatically
seized his supporting gun. His eyes
swept the back trail, looking for An
drea. She was gone. "Bathtub!" he

institution have repeatedly sent back for
more. Such a demand has been created
that Doctor Pierce decided to put Anurio in
the drug store of this country, in a ready-to-use

form.
Omaha. Nebr.! "I ached all over and
felt so badly that I could not sleep at night,
my bladder seemed weak, gave me considerable trouble, and caused stinging sensations.
I read an advertisement of Dr.
Pierce's Anurio
and purchased a bottle. It was only a few days
before I felt wonderfully relieved, and ail
the soreness left me. I am glad to endorse
such a worthy medicine and always shall
recommend it." MRS. W. C. ZESCÜ-MA1832 N. 17th St.
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Chinese More Than Match for Locust
A swarm of small green locusts ap
peared at the village of Palltal, two
miles south of Tientsin,
and one-hathe afternoon of September 9, séttllng
on the grain fields between there and
the race course. The peasnnts made
greot efforts to but them off nnd save
their crops, nt the same time gathering
bnsketfuls and sending them into the
native city for sale. By evening they
were being hawked all over the Chinese districts. North China Herald.
lf

ARMISTICE!
Constipation,

Headache,'

Colds, Biliousness, Sur

tenderte "Cascarets"
Bring back peace I Enjoy life l Your
Is filled with liver and bowel
poison which keeps your skin sallow,
your stomach upset, your head dull and
aching. Your meals are turning Into
poison gases and acids. You can not

system

feel right. Don't stay bilious or consti
pated. Feel splendid always by taking
Cascarets occasionally. They act withThey
out griping or inconvenience.
never sicken you like Calomel, Salts,
Oil or nasty, harsh Pills. They cost so
Uttle too Cascarets work while jou
sleep.

Adv.

Seem So.
"Things you worry about never nap- pen."
"Then It must pay to worry a cheap
way of staving off trouble." Louls-rill- e
Courier-Journa-

l.

SHE THOUGHT DRESS
WOULD LOOK
But "Diamond

DYED

Dye" Turned Her

Faded, Old, Shabby Apparel
Into New.

Don't worry about perfect results.

Use "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed to
give a new, rich, fadeless color to any
fabric, whether It be wool, silk, linen,
roared.
cotton
or mixed goods, dresses,
The boy ran to him, his face work blouses, stockings, skirts, children's
lng with every emotion known to the coats, feathers, draperies, coverings
black breast Joy, triumph, greed
everything I
cupidity and fear. The last was preThe Direction Book with each packdominant and with reason, for M'sungo age tells how to diamond dye over any
dropped his gun, shot out both hands 'olor.
to the black's throat and lifted him
To match any material, have dealer
strangling Into the air. "Damn you,' show you "Diamond Dye" Color Card.
-- Adv.
he growled, "where's your missis?
Where Is she?" The boy's eyeballs

protruded farther and farther from

A man should have plenty of backbone for himself nnd plenty of ham-'onfor the rest of the family.

Andrea becomes

despond-en- t.

CASCARA

QUIÑI N

,

long-studie-

e

"Here I am," panted Andrea.
M'sungo relaxed his grip; Bathtub
dropped to the ground like a nerveless
Mary had a little lamb; she chopped
sack but bounced up again, all his It up for meat. Too bnd she had to
emotions except fear once more in full kill her pet but then, she had to eat
cry across his grinning face.
Andrea laid both hands on M'sungo's
Some men are satisfied with empty
arm. "It wasn't his fault," she gasped. hours, but the toper prefers his full.
"I started to do Just what you told
me, Whlte Man. You know you saw
CCLTSbcidad
me hugging the tree. But when I heard
M
the Day of Judgment right on top of Spread INFLUENZA
give
a
run
for
it
me I I just bad to
its money 1"
KILL TjHE COLD AT
ONCE WITH

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Most Unkind.
Miss Antique Don't you think this
age is corrupt?
How does it com'
He Doubtless.
pare, in your opinion, with previous
ages? Llfa,

.

Standard cold remedy for 29 years
,
iu uuki iorm uie, sure, no
. Opiatci
brcalci up
cold in 24
uouri relieve, grip in l aayi.
Money back if it (a lit. Tin
pox nsi a Kea
. genuine
top with Mr. Hiira
picture.
At All Drug Star
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BLACK LOCUST RECOMMENDED
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Black Locust Plantation, Trees Five
(Prepared

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Black locust known also as "yellow" locust Is one of the most profitable and useful kinds of timber for the
farm. The wood Is heavy, hard, and
particularly durable when used In the
ground. For use as fence posts, black
locust Is long-liveand very desirable.
Only one other wood gives longer service, namely, osage orange
or, "bols
1
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Black Locust Utilizing Rocky Places
on Farm Are Indications of Good
Farm Management
d'arc," which, however, nowhere occurs In abundance and Is so hard that
It is difficult to drive staples into it except when It Is green.
i
Locust Grows Rapidly.
Block locust grows rapidly and
fence posts at an age
yields
of from fourteen to twenty years, according to the forest service. A worn- good-size-

d

Years Old.

out field In middle Tennessee which.
20 years previously, had been planted
with
locust seedlings,
yielded fence posts worth $188 an acre
on the stump, or $480 at the railroad
about two miles distant. This was a
gross return of $9.40 an acre yearly on
a hillside of fairly good soil which before the trees were set out had started
to gully badly. Returns of $5 to $7 an
ncre annually have frequently been
realized on poor, thin hill land. Good
soils underlaid with limestone and
planted to black locust in the Appalachian and Piedmont regions, from
Pennsylvania to Kentucky and Tennessee, can be counted on to yield an average of $10 an acre yearly at the end
of from 15 to 20 years.
The manufacture of Insulator pins
requires large amounts of black locust,
for which purpose it is the most satisfactory wood.
Starting Black Locust
In starting black locust, small
sprouts with a portion of the root may
be dug up and used; or, better, the
seed may be sown in the spring In
drills in good soil, like onion seed. At
the end of the season the seedlings
will be from two to four feet In height
and satisfactory In size for setting out.
This may be done la the late fall, but
the spring season, about the time
growth starts, Is preferable. In some
regions the locust wood borer Is almost certain to cause extensive damage to young plantations unless special
precautions are taken to keep the
trees in a healthy growing condition
and the bark shaded by foliage, either
trees, shrubs, or weeds.
from near-bInformation on this Insect and methods
of Hi control will be found In United
States Department of Agriculture Bulletin 787, "Protection From the Locust
y

Borer."
Strange as It may appear, black
locust, although one of the most durable woods when set In the ground,
matures early and deteriorates In the
tree rapidly If not cut when ripe.
the tree Is usually mature in
15 to 25 years.

GOOD TOP DRESS FOR WHEAT

FEEDING HAY AND ROUGHAGE

Application of as Little as Two Tons
of Manure Per Acre May Increase
Yield Ten Büshels.

Handling and Hauling of Large Bulk
May Be Saved by Giving Products
to Live Stock.

CLAIM MADE

proletariat?"
"Well," frankly replied the gent
from Jlmp.xon Junction, "such of 'em
as have took. It, that I've hecrd express themselves, ndmit that it hain't
no better fur the rlieumntiü than a
buckeye In the britches pocket." Kansas
City Star.
FOR HEADACHE

"Bayer" is on Genuine
Aspirin

say Bayer

Insist on "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
In a "Bayer package," containiug proper directions for Headache, Colds,
Pain, Neuralgia, Lumbago, and Rheumatism. Name "Bayer" means genuine
Aspirin prescribed by physicluns for
nineteen years. Handy tin toxes of 12
tablets cost few cents. Aspirin is trade
mark of Bayer Manufacture of
of Sallcylicacid. Adv.
Her Delicate Sensibilities.
"Why have you broken your engagement with Billy Sands?"
"Oh, I couldn't stand for his slang.
I tried to put li tin wine that father
was sore on llie phony talk, but lie
couldn't seem to get hep, so I gave him
Boston Transcript.
the
,

razz-dazü-

Don't Forget Cuticura Talcum
When adding to your toilet requisites.
An exquisitely scented face, skiu, baby
and dusting powder and perfume, rendering other perfumes superfluous.
You may rely on It because one of the
Cuticura Trio (Soap, Ointment and
Talcum). 25c each everywhere.
Adv.
Showing
' considerable

Them Off.
amount of golf is
A
played principally for the reason that
some women think their husbands look
Washington
well lu knlckorbockers.
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KILL GOPHERS

IN

ORCHARDS

Rodents Delve Deep at This Time of
Year and Sometimes Nest Under
Cherry Trees.

took out for gophers and get them
now. In
orchards they
delve deep and nest under the
without
of your best cherry-tre- e
giving much evidence of It
d

root-crow- n

GREEN'S

AUGUST FLOWER.

Constipation invites other troubles
which come speedily unless quickly
checked and overcome by Green's
August Flower which is a gentle laxaboth in
tive, regulates digestion
stomach and intestines, cleans and
sweetens the stomach and alimentary
canal, stimulates the liver to secrete
the bile and impurities from the blood.
It is a sovereign remedy used in many
thousands of households all over the
civilized world for more than half a
century by those who have suffered
with indigestion, nervous dyspepsia,
sluggish liver, coming up of food, pal-

pitation, constipation and other Intestinal troubles. Sold by druggists
and dealers everywhere. Try a bottle,
take no substitute. Adv.
Flattery Explained.
How absurd of you to tell
that awkward cousin of mine that she
dances, like an angel. I don't believe
Edlffi

angels can dance, anyway.
Jack Neither do I. Boston
script.

"THAT

Tran-

"Cold In the Head"

Is an acute attack of Naaal Catarrh. Persons who are subject to frequent "colds
In the head" will And that the use of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will
build up the System, cleanse the Blood
and render them less liable to colds.

Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is taken Internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
All Druggists 76c. Testimonials free.
that
. 1100.00 for any case of catarrh
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will not
lead to Chronic Catarrh.

ROUNDUP

NOT

filoliiers Know That
Genuine Castoria

ENDED

LCOHOW PERCENT

RAISED BY CHICAGO
FEDERATION
OVER

Vi v

ARRESTS.

Western Newspaper tTnlon Ncw Service.
Chicago, .Ian. 5. The Chicago Federation of Labor adopted two resolu-

I

Changed.
"Times have changed."
"They surely have. You used to
show your gentlemen friends your art
treasures In the den upstairs; now
the first thing you show them the
stock you have in the cellar."

The Main Point.
"lie can express himself in se'
different languages."
"And can't make a living in one"

Always
Bears the

League to Meet in Paris.
offiWallace
Ambassador
cially has notified the supreme council that President Wilson hud agreed
to convoke the first meeting of the
council of llie League of Nations. It
whs later announced that Premier
Clemenceau would issue the notice of
the first meet ins of the league. As
soon as it can be ascertained when
the treat v can he nut Into effect, M.
i.'lenieiiceaii will notify all the powers
i
certain day a
concerned that
meeing of the league will he held in
Paris and will request the powers to
have their delegates in the 1' relien
capital on that day.

Paris.
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Watch the Little Pimples;
They are Nature's Warning

Unsightly and Disfiguring 5ig
nal of Bad Blood.

unlimited trouble. This remedy is
one of the greatest vegetable
compounds known, and contains
no minerals or chemicals to injure
the most delicate skin.
Co to your drug store, and get a
bottle oí S. S. S. today, get rid oí

Pimples on the face and other
parts of the body arc warnings
from Nature- that your blood h
sluggish and impoverished. Sometimes they foretell eczema, boils,
blisters, and other skin disorders
that burn like fiamcs of fire.
They mean that your blood needs
S. S. S. to cleanse it of these impure accumulations that can cause

SOMETHING OF
Probably

A

SURPRISE

those unsightly, disfiguring pimples, and other skin irritations. It
will cleanse your blood thoroughly. For special medical advice free,
address Medical Director, 41 Swift
Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.

I

Family Would Have

Prodd

Preferred Neighbors Selecting
Another Time for Call.

WONDER

IT

WASN'T

FATAL

Girl's Question Must Have Given Awful Shock to Enthusiastic Harvard Football Rooter.

With all his wild cheers and vig"A passel of us folks started out
hither night to give Jurd I'rodd and orous gestures of encouragement, thi
his wife a surprise party,'' related a Harvard undergraduate with the girl
resident of the Fiddle Creek neigh- in the grandstand survived the strai
until near the end of the second quarborhood.
halfback then
"Did yon surprise 'em?" Inquired ter. The Crimson
nn acquaintance from Straddle Illdge. caught a forward pass, shuffled off
"I reckon so. Lenstways, when we two Yule tacklers and crossed the goal
busted into the house we found JIIb-zu- s lino for the winning touchdown.
In the subsequent uproar one soft,
Prodd holding Jurd down on his
hack on the Moor by means of his sentence, ringing high above the
roar, was put to him by the
throat und thumping him m the head
with n skillet, while the children Kadcliffe sophomore at his side:
"What Is all the excitement about?"
bopped around and bet grains of popcorn on whlch'n would whip. They're she asked.
a proud family: Jurd has always made
It took the wnterboy's sponge to rehis brags that his Uncle Buck rid vive him.
with Jesse James, and Mlzzuz I'rodd
has long contended that she had anNo Trivial Obstacle.
cestors. So It's more than likely that
town ever boasted of ar
this
"Ilns
we were coming
If they'd
celebrities?"
hey wouldn't have let us ketch 'em
"The only Cblggerville citizen who
In no such a fix."
Kansas City Star. ever
got his mime In the big city papers won't beiiome for ten years yet."
True politeness consists in treating replied the old resident.
others as you would like others to
"Indeed! What's detaining him?"
treat you.
"There's a great deal detaining bii
only knows how many tot
the
It's a great pity that the average of steel, stone and mortar. That felman cannot draw a check ns easily as low's In the Te.n."" Birmingham
'

I

Age-Ileru-

he can draw nil Inference.

as

Bia Quake in Mexico.
Mexico City. The villages of Teo- celo and Couztlttii, In the state of vera
Oruz. were virtually destroyed by the
earlhuuake and heavy casualties have
resulted, aceordiiii: to late press re
ports received here. Scores of persons
have been killed iiiMhe quake which
occurred in muny parts of Mexico, ane
emter of the disturbance Is believed
to have been near the volcano of
Orizaba.

Coffee troubles
Vanish

when the table drinkits
changed from coffee io

May Cede Part of Siberia.
London. A Moscow dispatch quotes
a Dorput report as saying that Ad
miral KoHhuk, head of the Omsk gov
eminent, has notified the United
States government that he will cede
mirt of Siberia to Japan unless the
allies send further nsslstanco to the
white armies to save Itussia.
Fire Destroys Port of Town.
Danville, Va. Fire destroyed a num
ber of buildings in the business sec
tion here. The flumes originated in
the Z. V. Johnson Company depart
ment store, which was gutted and half
a dozen other stores and a theater de
stroyed.
The loss will approach $1,

PoStlBBE

GFM

lis rich flavor makes
it fully acceptable to
those who like coffee

bui.find coffee doesrti
like them.
JKislhealihfultahk'Beverage

000,000

To Congress or Prison.'
New York. Victor I Berger, reprfrom the Fifth Wisesentative-elect
consin district, boasted to an audience of about 1,500 Socialists that be
would carry the Socialist flag either
to Congress or to prison. The announcement was made with dramatic
pose and was wildly cheered. He preceded the prediction by saying he
would be 00 on his next birthday,
that he had been Indicted five times
counts and that if unon eighty-twseated again he would run again.

Inlilin ni

)J y

f

Itocral.NoTNAncTICi

tions of protest against the federal
raids against radicals on Jan. 2. One
declared the executive board suspected "these ralils are a port of the gigantic plot to destroy organized labor
by the employers" and that among
those arrested were officials of H local
clgammkcrs1' union and tliuf the hitter's records had been seized. The second resolution declared the federal
agents' acts were "repressions resembling czarlsllc methods In Russia."
The Department of Justice roundup
of radicals will be a continuing one,
Johif T. Crelghton, special assistant
attorney general, said
that the government raids here had
bagged 221 persons for deportation
out of more than UH) arrested.
The Chicago Federation of Labor,
which recently protested against deportation of radicals, reported receipt
of a conuiiiimeation of appreciation
from the Pacific Const Labor League.
Tho Socialist party from Irs national
headquarters issued a statement deploring the raid against radicals. The
arrests were termed "the gravest blow
yet struck' at the permanence of American institutions."
Washington.
Plans of the Communist and Communist Labor parties,
against whom the great raids by government agents inaugurated Friday
night are directed, to gain control of
all labor organizations as the means of
fomenting revolution were revealed In
documents made public by the Department of Justice. Assistant Attorney
General (Jarvnn made public the documents which were seized in several
cities with the desire, he said, that the
American people learn "the real purposes of these menacing groups and
the nature of tiie poison they were
spreading.
Department agents in many cities
are continuing the work of running
down and' interrogating members of
Officials said
the two organizaliotis.
it was distinctly surprising that each
party numbered so many American
citizens in its membership. The party
rolls were said to cany the names of
many persons well known in their respective communities und American
citizens. Although there is no federal
law under which the American communists can be dealt with, department
agents were not overlooking these.
There cases will be turned over to
slate governments.

r

.

' has noi increasedJn price

cure.

F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo, Ohio.

mm

For Infants and Children.

OBJECTIONS
,

PA
Id

1

l'Jlr,.iJ
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RAIDS ARE

LABOR."

from druggists

Their Opinion.
"My friend," begun the party with
the overhnnglng brow, "how do the
farmers of your region feel toward the

Name

tni,tpntsl5rimdPrc'ftr I

PLOT TO DESTROY

who are eonatantlv in direct touch with
the public, there is one preparation that
has been very eucceesful in overcoming
The mild and neaiing
these conditions.
is
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
soon realized.
It stands the highest for
its remarkable record of success.
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in

ASPIRIN

Net

tr"3

Of -

JA.

0aHIO.

9
I

Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.
Judging from reports

Chicago unions
DENOUNCE REDS

Suspect It

Star.

by tho United States DepartIt pays a big profit to top dress the (Prepared ment
of Agriculture.)
An application
wheat with manure.
In the marketing of hay and roughmay
acre
per
tons
two
as
of as little
age there Is a large bulk to handle and
increase the yield ten bushels ; at least
haul to the point of delivery. The
It has done this much one year with United
States department of. agricultons
Four
In
tests.
Indiana
another
points out that this means much
ture
more.
make only about two bushels
extra labor for the men and teams on
The manure benefits the wheat digrain and crop fnrnis. and much ferrectly through the plantfood which It
tility is taken off which might be recontains, and indirectly through the
turned to the fields if the products
winter protection, which often is of
were fed to live stock.
used
is
manure
Where
greater value.
clover
as a top dressing the stand of
HOW WHEAT IS DISPOSED OF
is generally better. There Is an orIs
which
manure
from
the
benefit
ganic
of Crop of 1918 Sold by
considerable and is not so easily ex- One-HaFarmers in Three Months Beplained. Where as much or more plant-foo- d
ginning With July.
is applied in the form of commercial fertilizers the resulting yield
(Prepared by the United Statee Departhas cot been as large.
ment. of Agriculture.)
Wheat is mostly marketed by farmCUT STRAW IS BEST BEDDING ers soon, or, at any rate, not long,
after the harvest. Of the crop of 1918,
was sold by farmmore than one-haMuch of Liquid Manure, Now Wasted,
beginning
months
ers
in
the
three
EfUse
by
of
Saved
Be
Can
with July, and 69.3 per cent In four
fective Absorbents.
months.
Thereafter the monthly
to 1.5 per cent of the
dwindled
sales
manure
liquid
deal
of
the
A great
now going to waste can be saved by year's total in June, 1919.
the use of absorbents, "such as straw,
muck and loam. Uncut NICE INCOMES FROM POULTRY
sawdust,
straw is a very valuable absorbent,
taking up two or three times Its weight Raising Chickens Has Many Attractions for Those Who Enjoy Assoof water, while fine cut straw will abciation With Fowls.
sorb six or nine times Its weight of
liquid. Moreover, oats straw contains
Poultry raising, like raising live
quite a large amount of plantfood, esstock In general, has many attractions
pecially potash.
for those who enjoy the work. Men
BUYING SMALL FARM TOOLS and women often enjoy association
with animals and fowls. There are
women making nice incomes from
Bo
by
Saved
Can
Money
Time and
poultry.
Making Punchase on One Order-G- ive
Systematic Care.

(Prepared by the United Statee DepartAgriculture.)
ment
If possible all small tools for the
farm should be purchased on one order. This will save time and, usually,
money. Also, It will entail a total expenditure sufficiently large to impress
the farmer with the importance of
giving systematic care to his small
tools.

Thousands Dave Kidney
Trouble and Hever

an interview on the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
so many applicants fo insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so
common to the American people, and the
large majority of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect
that they have the disease. It is on sale
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
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ATGrocers and General Stores
Two Sizes
Usually sold at i3;:andv25$
H

Madefy PostumTCereal .Co.Battle CreelcMick,

o

n
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THE
will lie i'!:a!)!en '.o see tin 'men foiis
nt till timed nni wherever they nni.v
Spanish-America- n
he. A man ran fool a woman with fl
be can
hr.t
Just as easily
KKUIMTKIIKH A flt'W t". 191
fo;i It "r with the telephones we have
nv. He ran say ho is intending n
1RVIN OGDEN. SR.
meeting of church wardens' when he
EDITOR AND PUliUSHEK
Is really
in n p.:er game;
i.n-how Is the wife to know any
.
d.Torent?
Subscription $1.50 Per Yr
!'.;) wh n this ti.in.T Is Invented hy
matter at the
Entered as iocond-claa- a
ntears of which the Uy can loo!;
poatofiice in Uoy, New Mexico
!:'.!
IIUo a crystal ball
u t where
tind si e the pian pcr-n-In' s md ox;:et!y what he Is (Wmz,
FORD INDUSTRIES ANNOUNCE
then, Toar folks, you may prepare to
NEW YEAH 8 BULLION DOLLAR
BONUS TO ITS EMPLOYEES seo tilt' v.oriil tlt.ll
men will not h" nllo'.ved to
The i,
Detroit, Mich., Dec. Cl.IItnry Ford nse tliis ih! 'ente Instrument,
and bin son, Eil.sel Fore!, announced toYe. ; w:'l lie a hettiv world then,
day the dUtsibution of a 8,000.00') I.::! tie-rwon't he ur.rh fuu In It.
Lcnuj among; ihc 80,000 employes of !..s Atóeles Times.
a!! branches cf the Ford interest.! and
tha inauguration of an investment p'i'i
whereby every worker, from the r.ir.n TOYS IN THE ARCTIC ZONE
vho wields a broom to the chief executives, may participate in the prj;-it- s r.t'.'v-- o Children as Fond of Them as
of the business.
Are th2 Little Folks of
In anncur.c.y the pltin which perOther Lands.
mits employes to invest up to
of their pay in the organization
In Eskimo land the little alrls are ns
and share in the prosperity of the fund of playing with dolls as any
company, the allied interests of Henry other children of their sex and aio.
Ford are carrying out the ideal of Mr. Of course their dull babies are dressed
Ford that labor has a right to par- In the costumes of Eskimo people.
ticipation in the benefits of the prosSometimes, says the rhihldelphhi Ledperity which it helps to create and, ger, their doll houses are snow huts
in the words of Henry Ford himself, In miniature, provided wlih tiny ket'should have a share as well as a job ' tle, soapstone lamps and other essenWhen the complete ownership o? tials. The dolls are cut out of driftthe Ford Motor Company was acquir- wood usually, this sort of task passed by Henry Ford and hb son la3t ing ninny an Idle hour for the father
summer steps were immediately taken of the family during the long months
to work out the details of the bonus of the winter riiiiht. The Eskimos are
and investment plans announced to- wonderfully clever carvers lr wood
day. It always has been the Ford and Ivory, the latter materia! being obpolicy to discourage big dividends t:
tained from walrus tusks. To amuse
and
the children a whole Noah's ark of aniin rewarding labor and in exmals Is thus evolved. Including the
This policy, as polar bear, the seal, the set! Hon. the
panding industry.
only
not
Henry Ford regards it means
porpoise, the sea otter and various spegood pay and a share in the profits
of whales. The animals are a
cies
for the workers, but the employment
quite different from that combusipeople
the
and
more
more
a3
of
posing the familiar fauna of our own
ness grows.
Conspicuous among them,
nurseries.
Henry Ford holds, and has repeat-- . however,
are the doi and the reincdly stated it as his belief, that no
deer. Mr. and Mrs. Noah appear, with
man should be permitted to own stock Shorn, Ham and .Tnphet. or their equivain an industry unlers he plays a proSome of the dolls turn their
lents.
ductive part in the operation of that
heads from side to side In it lifelike
inof
the
initiation
and
the
industry,
way hy the help of a couple of strings
vestment plan is a practical applicawound about the neck and pulled by
tion of that belief.
a finger passed up beneath the maniA significant statement may be
clothing. Even nicehnnle.il toys
found in one of the closing sentence; kin's
unknown to the Eskimos. One
are
not
of the company's announcement. I:
a whalebone spring,
reads: "Other plans for enlarging the of thoni has
which, when released, causes an alarm-In;- '
power
of
the
increasing
and
income
looklnv' animal lo Jump out of
dollar of our employes are under con
n hex.
sideration."
The policy reflected by these an
nouncemenls is not new with the For
Sex and Muscular Strength.
organization. The history of the com
Two women graduates of Lelaml
pany for the last five years shows tha
Stanford, university. California, have
its-idof industrial justice has at
lnv(s!gniing the comparative
been
ways been high. In 1914 the Ford muscular strength of men and women
Motor Company announced a mini They have reached ll.o general
mum pay of $5.00 a day since which elusion that any difference that evlsts
time it has distributed approximate
in ibis; matter is not due to sex ks
ly 100 million dollars in profits to era such, but to differences In (ho use' (if
cloves. Following this Mr. Ford wa
the muscles, brought about by t'.e
sued by' minority stockholders and conventional limitations of activity or
compelled to pay dividends instead ol
by dress. Thus women's hack muscles
reinvestmenting earnings and increas
ate stronger than men's because their
ing wages as he desired. Sometime
buttoned in the
later, however, came the announce clothes are largely
hack. Certain of their arm muscles
mint cf a $G a day minimum scale ol are
also stronger, owing to the fac
pay and then the purchase of the holdthey do up their hair, and also
that
Henby
stockholder:;
ings of minority
because the heavy coat sleeves of men
ry and Edsel Ford.
limit the freedom of action of thes
A'o sooner was. the organization ii
,
méseles.
than
the..
possession
complete
their
On lb" other hand, tha forearm ot
besan to arrange for an ndditiona
men Is better developed tba.n that of
distribution of profits with their thorn
women, because women wear tlsht
andK of workers and the result is th
of an f?,
sleeves nod do not customarily lift
f w Year amiouncervunt
heavy weiuhts."
000,000 bonus and the right to r.harf
in the prosperity of the inouptry.
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one-thir-

d

stock-holder-

El Dorado Hotel

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.

Under new Management

Roy, Solano and Mosquero

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

ol

.

A quiet, homelike Hotel

one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District
Land-Seeker-

HOMER HOLMES,
Sec'.v.

U. S.

Meets at the Christian Church,

Roy, N.

Wheat Director License No. 028463II

.

CHRISTIAN

Offers the you benefit of liis wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

ROY

and

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and otheJ necessities furnished if desired.

Real Estate

Insurance

Services", 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.o) p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
office.
also made at Spanish-America-

3,

p.m.

n

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a. m. 8PM.

0. W. Pearn. Pastor.

Japanese Flower.

BAPTIST
First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.

It Is often said Japanese flowers
have no cent, but this Is Incorrect, for
anions them we (bid the wild rose and
lilies and orchids.
mm')Flowers enter largely Into the life of
the people, and are associated with
at different
national
seasons of the year.
-

even-

all visitors.

Col. F.O. White

'

every Sunday

M

ing at 745 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at the Christian Cliurcn.
Your presence is necessary.
G. R. Abernathv, Supt.

Farm Sales a'specialty

Imported and Domestic Trees.
The sycamores that we are planting
on our city, streets today may be direct descendants of the monarch of
the Attic proves. In our own little
front yard we may he honored by die
presence
of the crea t great-great
grnr.dchild of n tree under which Aris
totle paused to expound some clever
syllogism. Such a thought should Increase our respect for the neat foreigners that have so graciously acceptfor making our
ed the responsibility
cities beautiful. Hut it cannot' altogether wean our affection from the
slinky ííiants of the river bottoms
which are all our own and which bear
their true Amerlran'm depicted In
evtVv lineament.
,

President,

Jeannette lusk,

AUCTIONEER!

s

this the right place.

Will find

Y. P. S. C. E.

or S.JE. Paxton,
you
have
if
wheatlfor sale

Free Eaths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms

Tourists and

Church Directory

See Henry Krabbenschmidt,

Steam Heated,

sweet-smellin- g

holiday-making-

Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
TH

s

Working
FOR SALE A three-inc- h
pipe,
Barrel Pump, 125 feet of
long,
Brass Lined Cylinder,
and wood rods, all complete. Inquire
W. A. CHAMBERS,
Roy, N. M.
t4
.

TYPE-WRITE-

R

Fo Sale; Also a
machine.

us ?d
Inquire at

the

Your neighbors are buying
CHEVROLET'S! why not YOU?
They have the Pep, Style and
comfort, everything t jilease.
Why not get your family one
fcr 'Christmas and make them
happy. A new carload coming.

M ULES.

Store.

Rev. Fr.

Felix Vachon.
Priest in charge.

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A. M.
ACACIA LODGE NO. 63
Meets 2na and

4thSatur-da-

ys

F. S. Bnow.v, W.
Ikvin Oo'den, Secy.

M.

All Masons welcome.

C. B. StubblefieldJCo.
INCORPORATED
UOY, and SPRINGER, N. M.

Inquire at thi

ROY TRADING

Masses: 8 and "10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Insist on Genuine Ford Tarts

SALE THRIiE COMING

YEAR-OL-

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d "and.
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

of montl

LIBERTY GARAGE.

l'OK

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

time-savin-

Office.

S--

UNIVERSAL CAR

When your Ford car or Ford truck doesn't
display its usual quantity or quality of "pep'
and dash, its time to have a repairman who
understands the Ford mechanism give it
the "once over" then make the necessary
adjustments or repairs, and return it to
you full of its old time "pep" and energy
and pull. You'll notice the difference.
We employ only skilled Ford mechanics-m- en
who know how Ford cars are made,
and how they should be kept to give the
most efficient and economical service. And
our shop equipment boasts a great many
g
specially designed Ford tools and
devices and machinery.
Don't risk chances, play fair with your
Ford car. Keep it in the hands "of its
friends, the Authorized Ford Dealers.

har-nes-

NEW "OLIVER"

F.

100 percent "Pep"

s
team,
FOR SALE:-Go- od
and buggy.
Mrs. E. T. RICHARDSON,
4 miles East of Mills, N.M.

5

eal

SPANISH-AMERICA-

i.;o.

k

HOMESTEAD LODGE 45
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

J. W. Beck, Mgr. Roy office

CO.

o.f.

Evening

have sold my farm and am go- ' Ship us your cream, We pay
Visiting Brothers always weling to sell my personal property highest prices. Right now we come.
Wanted: a good 10i,0!b Mule, at public sale.
pay 76c. and the express.
E. J, Floersheim, N. G.
to C years old.
I have a number of good milk TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO.
Wm.-Johnson, Sec'y.
J. I. HANDLE, Musquro, N.M. cows,
Watch forniy sale bills
in about 8 days,
Write us for shipping tags,
Rebekah Degree
CUSTOM SHELLING
TUcand express pnid
Butterfat
Roy.NM
SLUSHER.
B.
A.
Creamery
Trinidad
Company.
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
have a "Joliet Bijr 4" Corn Shell-e- r
coming and, upon it arrival, will
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
he prepared to do your Custom ShellPhoios
I am now preFinishing:
Evening each month
Kodak
ing, shucks and all. This ih one oí
For farm views see- pared to do all kinds, mail them
I. O. O. F. Hall
the largest shelters made.
L li. Deubler
Prices right.
Mrs. Myra O. Derees.
to L. E. Deubler
NG
VIRGIL H. ANDERSON.
Mr3. Grace V. Ogden, Sec.y.
Roy, New Mexico
1

In soke of large snipments (.f
stock to better feeding ground theiv
from shoring,
will he enormous
of feed on the rentes.
r tí;- -i two nilüo
There is
head of live slock, cattle and shoe;
and starve in the West
will
this winter. Cannot this awful loor
and suffering be avertnd hy a rich
powerful people?
los.-e-- -

-

G.

Public Sale

fn-icz-

I will offer

farm

7

miles

at
S-'-

public auction at my

of Hov

Since the war ended Germany ha
increased its Labor Union 'member-(shito over six million. It recognizes
day" idea but de- Sale to commence at 10 o'clock a.
the "basic
sharp, the following property:
votes 4 bourn to helping Germany pul)
itself out of the mud, that is to ?ay:
they work 12 hours a day too boos!
production and give four hours of it
lo the government.

Wed. Jan. 14, '20
m.

5 Horses, 1 mule

1

A. A. Wynne

23 CATTLE

Get the habit! Buy a ChevroFARM MACHINEÍIY V .
let? A new carload will arrive
HOUSEHOLD GOOD'S
soon. You cant beat them! the
TERMS Off RAT.R12 MonlÍM time
have the style, pep, comfort ant? without
interest if paid when due; If
.will please the most exacting.
not paid when due to draw 12 per
cent interest from date until paid; purLiberty Garaged

woul61eÍmítRíng
"

chaser giving bankable note or approved security. $10 and under cash;
per cent discount on sums over
, 10. No property to be removed until
iUtled for.

lik'

Wlrelew Telephone Nothlflfl to InvenSee
id tlon Some Women Hopa to
'

j& Leo Wagner,

Before Many Years.

Qwiier

.

announces that he will
Col, F, O. White, Auct.
soon have on the market u wireless
telephone that o man enn carry F. L. SHULTZ, Herk.
around In his hat. There will he
telephone In his home tuned up
'with the one Inside of hi hat, and
'the result will be that the man's
wife can talk to him wherever he
The following soldiers are reported
'may be, whether It be his office, a by the Red Cross Service as from Roy
'street corner, a baseball game or a but have not yet been located. If you
Vhurch.
know where any of them are pleaiü
of their address:
fU? Is a fine thing Indeed, and advise
p.uopVipr S. Miller.
a step in
7'0,'illy
considered
be
inif
wive j Macidonio Gonzales.
advance, but it Is not what the
John Clark
tita world are looking for.
looking
Earl Ruben Case.
re
world
the
of
wives
telephone
Hilario R. Branch.
a
bent
will
something that
a
nno knowing of any of these
'
now.
homii
the
in
..Wm advise
u. you
We may as well coarte
MRS. GRACE V. OGDEN,
An Inventor

;

Hi,

fr

j

irMn.
f.w, that there t,
oinw t t
of
hearts
the
iliKUKn
wm rt.v there will be
h

,

j

.

.

gervice Socretary
American Red Cross,
Mexteo
Roy, N

MICKIE

MME

SAXS
vTEM

tk

FOB.

"MR. V4HOOTIS,
WHO UVES TEN Mll.ES FBOM

HERE AND U&S
"TRfcOEO M ANOTHER TONN,
WtVS IN OUR ClfN "tODPOl AND
PURCHASE
AilOO BVU. OF
&OOOS AT BLANK'S 6T0R,
ANO VMAS SO VO&LV. PLEASED
1HAT HE ANNOUNCED HtS
WNfCMtlON OP TOVa l Kirtr tu
(THS CttN HEREAFTER SO HE
CAN AVAIL. HIMSELF OF "THE I
HIGH 03 AOE GOODS ANDFtNE

1
Inl

MALUES AT BLANK'S."
NO
CH ARCrE, SUPPOSE, FOR.

PRETTY

JEE1

VMAVTTlLL

What "mevns"
ITEM

y

GUESS NOT

S--

R

V

la

'

FORSALE:-5muIes,-

mares

2

M!

i

For Sale:

Two Jersey Cows:
fresh in spring, one Jersey heifer, cne bull.
Fred B'luhmann,
Mills, N. M.

If you have wheat for sale see
John II. Moore & Co.' Roy, N.M. f

Prciuce more cream and ship
it direct to the Trinidad CreamMora, New Mexico
ery. We will pay you 76c. for
and pay the express,
Complete Index to All Lands butter-fa- t
Your
ch3ck
and can returned
and Town Property in Mora
promptly.
C-n-

Whelan & Palmer,

Lawyers

Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State and
eral Courts and

Fed-

U, S. Land Office

Brain la Inflexible.
a miwle may be
exercise or even by temporary use. The bony structure of
our limbs Is Inside and control theln
size only to a certain extent. But In!
the case of the bend, the bony stntc-ture Is outside and encloses the softj
tissues like a box. There Is absolute
ly no opportunity for Increase of size!
permanent or temporary, after the!
growth of the body. Recent studies!
of the brain, we are told by nn edl
torlal writer in the Journal of the
American Medical Association, hnve.i
Indeed, shown that slight changes In!
Its bulk may be brought about, hut,'
only by altering the volume Hnd pros
sure of, the other occupants of the"
skull the b'ood and the cerebrospinal !
:
, ....
finid.
.

The size of

I

j

Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

A. Waldo

Morris, Roy, N. M.

t6

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

Visiting Sisters welcome

office.

Dressmaking
Plain Sewing

Priced to. sell. Terms,

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

EASNl

THE fcOSS SEES

B-P--

d

Mrs. I. C- - DODGE,
Homestead Matters attended to,
Miss ETTA HORNBAKER.
Final
Publications,
Filings
If you have wheat for sale see
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
H. Moore & Co. Roy N.M.
John
and acknowledgements taken.

--

TENVS

Full-blóo-

Rooster,

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

fMEPftPEa.

NEWS

For Sale;

!

THE

Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Elmer Elkins, Transitio Romero,
Gabriel Bonivitiez, Frank Wolford, all
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
of Miera, N. M.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
December 17, 1919
Register
5t
Notica is hereby given that Juan I.
Romero, of Roy, Mora county, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

mm

Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

n

Co!. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
November 25, ,1919.

Notice

hereby given that John
II. Mitchell, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on October 2Cth, 1913,
made Addl. Homestead Entry, No.
023321, for SEU NWU, EV SWU,
Section 13, Township 21 N., Range 27
E., N. M. P., Meridian has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F.H.Fostcr.U.S
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the Eighth day of
3

December 17, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
Martinez of Albert, N. M., who on Dec
18, 1914, made II. E. No. 019039 for
NWU, Sec. 13, SVs NEU,
the S
Sec. 14, Twp. 20N., Rng. 28E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Three Year Final Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H. Willcox, U.
S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
N. M.p on the 4th day of February,
1920.

January,

1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Gonzales, Celso Martinez,
Hugh Mitchell, D. P. Moore, Ben. Eduardo Martinez, Luis Gonzales, all
Stewart, George Jackson, all of Roy, of Albert, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
New Mexico.
Register
3
PAZ VALVERDE,
5t
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
ISOLATED TRACT
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Public Land Sale '
December 17, 1919
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that Marina
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
G. Romero, formerly Marina Gonzales
November 25, 1919
Albert, N. M., who on January 22,
notice is hereby given that, as di- of
1917, made H. E. Serial No. 0242G5,
by
rected
the Commissioner of the
the SWUNWU; NWUNEU; N
General Land Office, under provisions for
Section 20, Twp. 21N., Rng. 28
NWU
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
application of Leandro Vigil of Buey-ero- s, E
of intention to make Three Year Final
N. M., Serial No. 02G344, we will
to establish claim to the land
offer at public sale, to the highest bid- Proof, described,
before W. II. Willcox
above
der, but at not less than $2.00 por
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
10
o'clock a. m., on the 11th
acre, at
N. M., on the 6th day of
day of February, 1920, next, ut this Roy, 1920.
office, the following tract of land:
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
WM NEU, Sec. 8, Twp. 20N., Eng.
Gonzales, Albert, N. M., AnFrank
M.
31 E., N.
P. M
dres Ornelas, Roy, N. M., Pedro
The sale will not be kept open, but
Roy, N. M., Alejandro Gonwill be declared closed when those
Roy, N. M.
present at the hour named have ceased zales,
PAZ VALVERDE,
bidding. The person making the highRegister
3
,
ft
est bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the amount
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
of the Interior, U. S. Lmd
d
land are advised to Department
Office ut Clayton, New Mexico
file their claims, or objections, on or
December 17, 1919
before the time designated for sale.
Notice is hereby given that Richard
PAZ VALVLRDK,
Kilmurray, of Roy, N. M., who on May
3
Register. 21, 101(5. made II. E. Serial No. 022235
for SWU NEU, EV2 NWU; Sec.
Having moved to Roy and beina; and SWVi SEU; SEU SWVi; NVi
more centrally located so that ex- SWU, Sec. 21 and NEU SEU Se?.
penses are not so great as when on thfl 20, Twp. 18, Rng. 26, N. M. P. Merifarm. I have decided to cut my com- dian, hits filed notice of intention to
missions on crying hales to meet all make Three Year Proof, to establish
competition.
claim to the land above described, beFor the present I will cry Kales at fore F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissum-er- ,
2 pur cent within reasonable minimun
at Roy. N. M., on the 3rd day of
charges. My success in the pa-i- t in rebniary,!.920.
the only recommendation I offer for
Claimant names as witnesses:
satisfaction in the future. Sec me
Pedro Narb'&s, Leopoldo Andrad.:,
for ilutes or make
at the Dud Finch, Henry Stone, all of Roy,
5t

Feb-ruar-

December 17, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Jacob
Floersheim, of Roy, Mora county, N.
M., who on November 14, and December 9, 1916, made AddT H. E. No.
03B394, and No. 023383, for NEU
NEU, Sec. 21, Twp. 18N., Rng 2 IE.,
Santa Fe District, NWU NEU, and
N'ü NWVi, Sec. 19. Clayton N. M.,
District, Section 19, Twp. 18N., Rng.
25E., N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M., on the 4th day
of February, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. I. Burleson. Geo. H. Ray, Webb
Kidd, Oscar Kidd, all of Éoy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

tention to make Final Three Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before W. H. Wilcox,

Register

1920 M ooei
on
hand

Clean Rooms for rent
We solict your patronage

E. Las Vegas,

Shop m connection with the
Roy Cafe.
Prompt and efficient service
Your Patronage Solicited,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Block, ROY

Great-Wester- n

Gee Whizz! I should say we
do sell 'em! Ne trouble to sell
CHEVROLET when everybody
wants them. ,6 sold in 3 days!
'
Register is not so bad, is it?
Another carload on the way,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Will arrive soon, It will pay you
Department of the Interior U. S. Land to wait and get what you want.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
They're the stuff!
December 5, 1919
Place your order now and we'll
Notice is hereby given that John
Arden Bell, of David, N. M., who on hold it for you.
0

FRANCISCO

Stock
Raising H. E. No. 024820, for WV,
Sec. 9, Twp. 17N., Rng 31E., N. M.
P. Meridian has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S.

DELGADO,

PAZ

Register.

5t

Liberty Garage.

10, 1918, made AddT

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
November 25, 1919.
November 25, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Ray
Notice is hereby given that William
L. Kelly, of Solano, Mora Co., New R. Leach, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on December 11th, 1916, Mexico, who, on March 22nd, 191t,
made Addl. Homestead Entry, No, made Homestead Entry, No. 01965'',
028803, for NE' NEU, Sec. 14, NWU for E
NWU, SWU NWU, Sec. 3,
SW'i, W NWV. Section 13, Town-shi- S'4 NEU, S NWU, NE SW,
18 N., Range 24 E., N. M. P, Section 4, Township 19 N.. Ranire 25
Meridian, has filed notice of intention E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
to make Three Year, Proof, to es- of intention to make Final Three Year
tablish to the land above described, Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission
er, at Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the Sixth dav of
on the 15th day of January, 1920.
January, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Allen Burleson, of Roy, New Mexi
Claimant names as witnesses:
co, Oscar Kidd, of Roy, New Mexico,
J. II. Sansbury, Frank Aldies. G.
Webb Kidd, of Roy, New Mexico, Wal-e- r G. Leach, A. J. Baker, all of Rov. New
Mexico.
Ross, of Solano, New Mexico.

Claimant names as witnesses.

Commissioner
at his office at Mosquero, N. M., on the 13th day of Jan

New Mex.

H.B. BOH ANON, Prop'r.

William B. Foard, Jeff McKee, James
V. Weir, Frank Weir, all of David,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

December

713 Douglass St.

?

U. S. Commissioner at his office at
Roy, N. M., on the 14th day of January, 1920.

12-2-

Buick Co.

South-Wester- n

New Barber Shop

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
December 5, 1919
Notice is hereby' given that Cole
Weir, of David, N. M., who on August
25, 1919, made H. E. No. 026785, for
the SEU SEU, Sec. 3; NEVi NEV4
Sec. 10, Twp 17N., Rng 30E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in-

Will Build Them

Mrs Frank Seidel Proprieto

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

ck

1

New Cafe

Register

5t

3

5t

3

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

at Clayton, New Mexico,
November 25,s1919.
Notice is hereby given that .)oGe
Aragón, of Bueyeros, New Mexico,
who, on October, 10, 1916, made Home
stead Entry No. 020830, for SWU
SEU; SVt SWU; Sec. 14, NW'l
NW'i; Section 23, E'2 NE&, Ehi
SEU; Sec. 22, Township 21 N. of
Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention lo ma'te Three
Year Final Proof, to establish ciu.m
to the land above dewibed. hef irs
Register and Receiver U. S. Lr.nd Office at Clayton, New Mexico, oil the
ninth day of January, li20.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Alejandro Garcia, of Miera, New
Mexico, Bonifacio Cruz, of Miera, New
Mexico, Jdian Aragón, of Miera, Now
Mexico, Manuel Encinias, of Miera,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVLRDE,
Office

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton New Mexico

VALVERDE,

Register.

5t

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

FOR PUBLICATION

Department oí the Interior. U. S. Land
Uflice at Clayton, New Mexico
December 12, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Guv
Earnest Merrcll, of Solano, Mora Co.,
N. M., who on January 24, 1916, made
II. E. No. 021486 for N
SE',4, N
hVVVi, Section 8. and SEU Sec. 7.
Twp. 17N, Rng 2CE.. N. M. P. M., has
filed notice of .intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before F.
roster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
ofiice at Roy, N. M., en the 20th day
of January, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
II. D. Upton, E. R. Noyes. C. E.
Merrell W. F. Arnold, all of Solano,

uary, 120.
Claimant names as witnesses:
James I. Malone, Rosebud, N. M.
Jesse B. Malone, Rosebud, N. M.
Nov. 25,1919.
"C' of
Jeff McKee, David, N. M.
given
that, as directNotice
hereby
is
Charles H. Pryor, Mosquero, N. M.
ed by the Commissioner of the General
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register Land office, under provisions of Sec.
24!So' H. S.? pursuant to the applicationt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of li ornas E. Mitchell, or Albert.N M.
020522.
we will offer at
Serial No.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
pi blic sa!. to the highest bidder, but
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
New Mexico.
at nut less than $2.00 per- - acre, at 10
December 12, 1919
PA Z VALVERDE,
Notice is hereby given that Juan o'clock A.M., on the 10th day of FebRegister
Isidro Romero, of Mosquero, N. M., ruary, 11)19 next at this ofiice, the falSec 8
who on Dec. 20, 1914. made H. E. No. lowing tract of Jar.d; SWJ-SE- l
NOTICE FOR PUiiLiCATION
019068, for WU- of SEU, and SEVÍ T. 18 N.
li. 30 E, NMPM.
12-- 1
Register.
of SEU of Sec: 4. and SWVi of SWVi
The sale will not be kept open, but
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Sec. 3, Twp. 17N., Rng. 2!Iv, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
when those
Office at Clavton. New Mexico
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- will lie declared closed
Department of the Interior, U. S. LanJ
' December 12, 1919
tion to make Final Three Year Proof present at the hour named haveceased
Mexico,
New
Office at Clavton,
Notice is hereby given that Holli-- i
The person making the blu
to establish claim to the land above bidding
November 25, 1919.
R. Johnson, of Solano. Mora Co., N. M.
described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S. est bid will li'1 required to immediately
Notice is hereby given that Luciana who on Aug 25. J9Í6 made Add'l H.
( Commissioner
Mosoííie".
his
at
at
pay to tho Receiver the amount there Martinez, wife and heir of, Francisco
E. No. 022874. for NWU NEU See.
quero, N. M., or. the 20rh day of Jan of.
P. Martinez, deceased, of Roy, Mora) 21, Twp. 19N, Kmr 27E, N. M.
M.
uary.
19
JO.
adversely
the Co., Mow Mexico, who, on .October has tiled notice of intention to P.
O dice.
Any persons claiming
New Mexico.
niHko
names
witnesses:
Claimant
as
Col. F. C. White,
above described latí J are advised to 20th, 1916, made Homestead Entry Final Three Year Proof, to establish
PAZ VALVERDE.
Roman Perea, Ignacio Garcia, Sil- Register
Rov, N." M.
objections, m or No. 023322, for Nli NEU, SEU NEU claim to the laud shove described,
5t
berib Mestas and Casio Monloya, ali lile their claims, or
Sec. 5, and SWU SWU. Section 4 fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
for sale.
designated
the
before
tirae
of Mosquero, ,N. M.
Township 17 N., Range 25 E., N. M. at his office at Hoy, N. M on the 22nd
PUBLICATION
i'OR
NOTICE
PAZ VALVERDE,
FARM, 8 wiles from Roy
TAZ VALVERDE
P. Meridian, bus filed notice of inten
day of January. 1920.
.
...
...
:m.i.i..
j
i
7
Register
gooo community, trvery
imame, - Department of the Interior, IT. S. Land
Itegistcr
tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
Claimant names ps witnesses:
good wells, buildings nlul 5 miles of
to establiah claim to the land above
Office at Clayton. New Mexico
II. E. Mean, K. II. Thomas, J. C.
good fence; 115 acres under cultivation
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S. Lloyd. John linwmun all of Solano,
December 17, 1919
School, Rural Telephone, It. F. D. The
Commissioner, at his olhco at Koy, New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice is hereby given that Louie
finest of wheat land, good grass, no A. Shugart, of Reyes, N. M., who, on Department of the Interior U. S. Land
New Mexico, on the 6th day of Janu
PAZ VAIiVERDE,
oil lease on it. ..For sale at a bargain
Ofiice at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land ary, 1920.
12 27
Feb. 24. 1919, made H. E. No. 025209
Register
..Apply
to
price.
December 16, 1919
Ofiice at Clayton, New Mexico,
Claimant names as witnesses:
NEU, EUSEU, SWUSEU
SEU
for
JOHN F. ARNETT,
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Sec. 3, Twp. 21N.,
November 25, 1919.
J. L. Smith, Leandro Archuleta,
4, NU-S-,
Roy, New Mexico Sec.
Leon Romero of Roy, Mora County,
Notice is hereby given that Pedro Rcyomundo Arguello, Seferino Garcia,
Rng. ÍUE., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Daily Thought
;
II. Maestas, of Mosquero, Union Co., New all of Roy, New Mexico.
of intention to make Final N. M., who on May 10, 1918, ma-hhelp
gom and v
notice
filed
What's
I have purchased a Husking, ShredPAZ VALVERDE,
Proof, to establish claim E. No. 025297 for the SWU NEVi ; Mexico, who, on December 7th, 1916,
lw
Year
lliniiH
Three
,!'
ding and Shelling machine and will
NWU; NEU SWU; NWU S! made Homestead Entry, No. 023472,
Register.
to the land above described, before SEU
be ready to do custom work about
Tnlhnt. Tí. S. Commissioner at U Sec. 35, Twp. 20N, Rng. 21E . N for SEU Section 31, Township 18 N.,
t
r
December 15th. See me if you have his office nt Clayton, N. M., on the M. P. M., has filed notice of .intention Ramre 29 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has
C. W. NEWMAN,
to make Three Year Prcof, to estab- filed notice of intention to make Final
corn to handle.
day of February, 19o.
Solano, N. M. 5th
lish claim to the land above decsribed Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
before VV. H. Willcox, U. S. tbmmis. to the land above described, beiore a
:
sioner, at Roy, N. M., on the lid day II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at hid
of February, 1920.
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the 7th
Claimant names ag witnesses:
day of January, 1920.
Frank Aldies, Leandro Martinez
Claimant names as witnesses:
Seferino Garcia, Juan de Jesus San
Hipilito Montoya, Andres Pacheco,
The Roy Dru Store
doval, all of Roy, N. M.
Luis Baca, Sylverio Mastas, all
TUan
Proprietor,
M. D. GIBBS,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
of Moseuero. New Mexico.
Register
7
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register,
12-- 1
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
12-2-

above-describe-

'

BETTER Cars
are built

who on November 13, 1910, made Addl
H. E. No. 023382, for SEVi Sec, 5,
Twp. 18N., Rng. 25E., N. M. P.
has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above described, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M. on the 3rd day of February, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Leandro Archuleta, Abetino Esqui-be- l,
Vísente Martinez, Juan De J. Sandoval, all of P.ov. N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about yrur sale.
Dates made
office.
at the

r.--

When

3

Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will fret it for my clients.
Competent Gene furnished if desire
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t
take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

Spanish-America-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

v

12-1-

"

-

2-- 5t

Odd-dale.- -;

S--

3

i't

12-2-

"it

ot

STRENGTH

Fairview Pharmacy

s

J

12-2-

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

2--

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fc, New Mexico

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
All Popular Drinks and Ices
AND

KODAKS

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

NeWS Stand,:DftILY

PAPERS

MAGAZINESI

December 16, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Magin
Mares of Roy, N. M., who on October
10, 1916, made H. E. No. 025887 for
SWU, Sec. 11;
the SEU'NWU; E
NWU Sec. 14; NEU NEU, Section
15, Twp. 20N., Rng 24E., N. M. P. M
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. II. Willcox, U. S. Commissionet
at Roy, N M., on the 3rd day of leb
ruary, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan De Mata Mares, Emilio Abeyta
Aspito Lujan, Encarnación Lucero, all
of Roy, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,

COMPLETE
'

'

LINE

OF

XoÜet Artk!eS.

Cigars and Tobacco

who,

on December

2,

made Homestead Entry, No.
SWU, Sec. 20, Wya
n, XT
l
rtrt rrt
NWU, Section v, íownsnip. x
has
Meridian,
M.
P.
N.
Range 29 E.,
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
1916.

023444, for ..W

his office

at

.

Roy, New Mexico, on

the Seventh day of January 1920.
Claimant names vli witnesses:
Jose F. Belorde, of Albert, New
Register Mexico, Geo. Gonzalc3, of Hoy, New
Mexico, E. A. Chavez, of Albei t, New
Good Thing to Remember.
Mexico, IX M. Valdez, of Kephart, New
For grit In the eye apply a drop bi Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
two of castor oil; It relieves tho lp
Register.
ritatlon.
12-2- 7

A

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
November 20, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Mariano
A. Chavez Jr., of Albert, Union Co.,
New Mexico,
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London's theaters, music bulls and
linenms now totul COS, according to an

OF FRESH NEWS
DI8
IMPORTANT
THE LATEST
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY OF THE WEEK

Southwest

unofficial census.
Sir William Osier, noted physician,
who 1ms been 111 for several weeks, Is
dend at Oxford, England.
In a remarkable Interview published
In Purls, Marshal Foch snys he was divinely Inspired to defeat the Germans
and tlnit the allied victory was willed
by God.
Maxim Lltvinoff, Russian soviet representative at Copenhagen, predicted
n
in an Interview with the Social
that pence between the
and the allies is Imminent.
Through (ruin service between Mexico City nnd .Inure, bus been resumed
ufter having been suspended several
years. One train currying a sleeping
car departed for Mexico City and one
similarly equipped arrived from the
capital In Junre..
News tins been received in London of
ridge of
th discovery of n sixty-mil- e
gold near Kalgoorlle, In western Australia. It is the longest
formal ion ever found in history. The
new Klondike ulready is attracting
prospectors from all purls of the
world.
Fourteen thousand persons were
shot by the Bolsheviki of Russia during the first three months of 1911), by
order of the extraordinary committee
at Moscow, according to an official
note published In the Bolshevist organ
IsvestiH of Moscow, says a dispatch
received ut Berne.

Weatern Newspaper Union News Service.

WESTERN

t

bund of safe blowers
Members of
who cut open the door of the vault in
the Tindley, Iown, savings bank and
escaped with $100,000 In cash and securities are being sought by u posse
of armed citizens und police.

James F. Armour, a realty dealer,
son,
shot and killed his
James Cochrane Armour, while the
latter lay In bed on a sleeping porch
at the Armour home in one of the best
residence districts in Pasadena, and
then shot and killed himself.
Four unmasked robbers entered the
Farmers and Merchants' National Bank
of Benson, a suburb of Omnha, lined
six employés and five customers of
the bank against the wall and robbed
the vault of $115,000. They made their
escape In an automobile.
State Land Commissioner W. A.
Moeur and W. J. Kingsbury, banker, of
Tempe, Arl.., were slightly Injured and
Samuel Barkley, a l'hoenlx business
man, wag seriously hurt when a motor
truck collided with the automobile in
which they were riding from Tempe to
riiocnlx.
Thealsln crop this year will net
growers about $:3,ÜO0,0O0, which is
about double what It has been any previous year, President William Griffin
of the California Associated Italsln
Company announced at Fresno, Calif.
For the first time In Its history, the
growers have sold the entire crop.
Hipólita Szeezuytl, 64, Omaha packing house laborer, was held up and
robbed of hts life savings, $13,000 in
cash and $200 Liberty bonds, by three
unarmed men on the eve of his departure for California for his health. The
money was the proceeds from the sale
of a farm which he hud purchased
from his savings.
J. A. Pacond of Jackson, Tenn., was
killed and Iluward Russell of Marshall,
Va., seriously Injured when the automobile In which they were riding over
turned eighteen miles west of Nogales,
Pacoud and Itussell were students ut
the University of Arizona at Tucson
and were returning there when the ac
cident happened.
Pulling a stroke of forty-twto the
minute, a crew from the United States
cruiser Birmingham easily defeated a
crew from the scout cruiser Salem in
f
a race of one and
miles for
twelve-oarecutters on San Diego buy.
It is reported that more than $14,000
changed hands on the event. The time
was announced as 11 minutes and 45

Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.
Kxcltement Is running high In the
Chloride-Kerwln-Arlzooil field. Giis

is bubbling out of the ground continuously und oil sediments form on top
of the water In the water holes In that
locality.
The annual meeting of the New Mexico Public Health Asswiutlon, which
was to have been held In Albuquerque,
N. M., on- Jan. .r, bus been postponed
until Jun. 27, according to un announcement made by the executive sec-

o

one-hal-

d

seconds.

WASHINGTON
Secretary Baker bus asked the
House appropriations committee to include $150,000 in the deficiency bill to
continue the council of national defense until matters pending before the
body are settled.
President Wilson lias signed the
bill continuing the United States
sugar equalization board through VJ20.
It was announced at the White House
that his signature had been attached
before midnight Dec. 81,
The shipping board has located the
George Washington, the vessel which
twice carried President Wilson to
France, to the American line for service from New York to Brest, Cherbourg and Southampton.
While naval officers have been Indignantly rejecting decorations conferred upon them by Secretary Daniels, It was disclosed that only one. of
the 7,200 persons awarded army medals has declined the honor.
Investigation of labor conditions on
Islands of the Gulf will be made by a
committee of the American Federation
of Labor and the widest possible publicity will be given Its findings, It was
announced at the federation headquarters in Washington.
Until Congress passes legislation Increasing the regular army to some figure greater than the present authorised strength, or specifically authorizes promotion of veterans. of the service, most of whom have suffered reductions to their prewar rank by the
War Department's system of demotion,
no promotions will be made or any
steps taken by Secretary of War Baker to reádjust the present inequality
in rank In the army.
Jerry, a zebra of royal lineage, died
In the national zoo at Washington of
old age.
The late King Menellk of
Abyssinia sent Jerry to the late President Roosevelt as a token of the friendship betveen the two countries The
skin will be preserved In the national

y

'

museum.

Sugar profiteers will be prosecuted
by the government under the McNary
bill, which extends the power of the
sugar equalization board during 1920,
It was stated In Washington at the
food administration division of the Department of Justice.

retary.
A number of women's auxiliaries to
the American Legion posts will Informed throughout the stnte of Arizona in the near future, it was forecast ut the stnte headquarters of the
Legion. It wus said several applications to organize women's auxiliaries
of Legion posts had becu mude.
The eyes of scouts for the big oil
companies and others equally as much
Interested in the striking of oil in New
Mexico are now turned, toward the
McGee well southeast of Tucuiucurl.
It will be the first deep well in the
slate to strike the formation at which,
following geologists' predictions, oil Is

production for
expected to be found.
cars, ngiiinst
January 19 und 20 bus been selected
figures do not Include commercial trucks.
The Indus- by the Arizona Daily Newspaper
as the dates on which the meettry is nevertheless quite unuble to
cope with even the French demand for ing of the association at Nogales will
bo held. On the dates mentioned, pubcurs, which bus reached unprecedented proportions owing to the past five lishers 'or representatives of publishyears
The 150,000 ers of Arizona and El Puso newspapers
touring curs and trucks bought from will gather at Nogales for the third
the American army has already been meeting of the association.
The New Mexico stnte land office is
absorbed without in the least adversely affecting home production.
getting to be a financial institution and
money
Gen. Francisco Murguia, commander bundles a very hfrge amount of
endyear.
during
year
fiscal
the
The
of Mexican federal troops In the state
ing Nov. 30, 1919, shows that the- land
of Coahulla, bus revolted against President Carranza, according to confiden- office bus transferred to the state
treasurer the neat sum of $1,002,430.70.
tial advices received from Mexico.
control of Coahulla, bis home. This does not include the unused
of the maintenance fund.
Is put In jeopardy by this net of bis
A formal Invitation was sent to Gengeneral, it is believed, since Villa and
his forces, who are supposed to lie en- eral Pershing by the Chamber of Comcamped In the mountains in northern merce, to spend Friday, Jan. 30, ut
Coahullu, muy tuke udvuntuge of tills Phoenix, us the guest of the city. This
weuk spot nnd seize the state. Villa followed word received from Reprerecently raided several town in Coa- sentative Carl Ilayden at Washington,
saying he hud received confirmation
hullu.
from n member of the general's staff
GENERAL
that General Pershing would Visit AriBurglary insurance companies esti- zona.
mated New Yorkers were robbed of
J. B. Shumate, acting president of
cash and goods worth $2",000,0X) dur- the Settlers' Ditch & Reservoir Co. of
ing 191!).
Tuns, N. M has filed with the state
Cracksmen broke Into the sufe o( engineer application for extension of
the Oresster & Ilussler Chemical Com- time to complete irrigation works to
pany at Perth Amboy, N. J., and es- Dec. 20, 1920, nnd beneficial use of
caped with gold and platinum valued water till June 20, 1921. This project
at $75,000.
proposes to divert water from Aguuge
The will of Thomas E. Wilder, leath- de la J'etacu, a tributary of the Rio
er merchant of Chicago, disclosed that Grande.
he had bequeathed thirty-on- e
employé
The New Mexico National Guard
$1,000 each. The bequests were made will lie reorganized, Adjt. Gen. James
as rewards for faithful service.
Baca has announced.
The state hus
Stutlstlcs complied by the Railway hud no troops since the beginning of
Age show that the year 1920 begins the war and because of unsettled conwith the development of the railway)-o- ditions which may ut any time necessithe United Slates nearer a complete-standstil- tate the use of state troops, according
than ut any time since the to the adjutant general's announcement, Governor Larrazolo has directed
first railway laid in America.
Twenty-fiv- e
firemen were overcome that Immediate steps be taken toward
In Chicago while fighting a fire which the reorganization.
building occudestroyed the
Lns Cruces, N.M., now has some of
pied by the Albert-PicCompuny. The the best paved blocks in the state. The
loss Is estimated nt $750,000. Four ol curbing is now being, done and it Is
the firemen are in a serious condition. expected will be completed in the next
Shortly after two bandits robbed a two weeks. A meeting of the citizens
Jewelry store of $5,(HH) in Chicago, will be held in the near future to detheir automobile tinned over. A police- cide the amount and the kind of pavman and a passing motorist started ing to be done during the coming year
On the way and fall. Most of the paving up to the
with them to a hospital.
the robbers shot and probably fatally present time has been of concrete and
wounded the policeman, throw out the no doubt the remainder will be laid of
this material.
motorist und escaped with his car.
William Brite, bookkeuper at the Arizdogs
Chickens, cuts,
and their Ilk
ghumpton mine, was killed
may lie sent by parcel post only under ona-Bin
certain conditions under an amended when the automobile in which he was
order Issued to the railway mall serv- riding went over an embankment beice.
The. new ruling provides that tween Humboldt and Huron, twenty-fivmiles southeast of Prescott, Ariz.
"such shipments can be accepted only
when they can be mude exclusively on
The Chino Copper Company of Silmotor truck vehicle routes or country ver City, N. M., has reduced its force
motor express routes from office of of men to about
d
of the nororigin to office of destination."
mal force on account of the shortage
American gold to the amount of
of coal. The company had not expectwas exported through the port
this winter even
of New York in the month of Novem- ed to reduce the force
copper
very
is being sold
though
little
ber, according to the monthly statement of the port's foreign commerce Is at the present time. It Is thought that
sued at New York. This compares wilh on account of the shortage of copper
$221,832 worth of the domestic metal In some of the foreign countries the
exported In November, 1918. The No- copper industry will return to normal
vember Imports of gold amounted to In a short time.
only $1,230,28:1.
The boundary between New Mexico
Food Administrator Williams of New nnd Arizona Is not a true north nnd
York announced that dealers who re- south line, but is about a mile out of
tailed sugur of the new Cuban crop for line at its southern extremity, It was
more thnn 20 cents a pound would be stuted by Col. James II. McCIIntock,
prosecuted. Sugar of the old crop must state historian. The erratic course of
be sold for 11 cents a pound, the price the line was attributed partly to error
fixed by the government. Dealers sell- in computing (he declination of the
ing sugar at 20 cents will he compelled compass
and partly to the equipment
to show bills of sale to establish that
and many difficulties with which the
the sugar is In reality the new crop and early surveyors had to contend.
not the old, Mr. Williams explained.
Organization of a ware house comUse of tractors is rapidly Increasing pany Is now
under way for the building
throughout the country. There were of
the warehouse and compress of the
132,000
about
tractors produced last American Arizona Egyptian Cotton
yea
This year's production is esti- Growers' Association, and a rigid cammated at around 315,000. The lower paign to get every cotton grower In
cost of doing farm work nnd the ense
Arizona to support the movement has
of doing big things in a big way Is the been
'
launched.
reason why.
More than- 3,000 foreigners attended
Lightweight Champion Bonny Leou-ar- d English
classes at night schools conwill box at Camp Pike during the
ducted throughout Arizona during the
latter part of January, Billy Gibson, School year ending last summer, acbis ninnuger, announced. Leonard's
cording to a compilation
of reports
probably will be John Abel of
made public by the state committee
Atlanta, win Btuck ten rounds with on Americanization.
the champion at Atlanta.
French automobile

1920 will be 200,000
in 1914. These
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NERVOUS

-

PROSTRATION

From All Over

Dem-okrate-

OP
SHOWING THE PROQRE8
EVEiJTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN LANDS.

News

f

.Vrmlf

1
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Mrs. J. Chmtman Proved
That Lydia E. Pinkham'
Vegetable Compound is a

Remedy for this Trouble.

.1,1

r". t

Bincrhamton. N. Y. "I was in a very
nervous condition for over a year, my
uní u id ind was gloomy.
t
ould see no light on
.nythuig, could not
hv ork and could not
ave anyone to see
e. Doctor's med
icine did not help me
nd Lvdia E. Pink- ham'a Vegetable
Compound was re-

I

1

Sadder Still,

if

the

Little Darling

Rabies

Has

Ob, messieurs and mesdnmes, It whs so terrible, so full of the
commended. 1 took.
The poor petl'e puppy dog, the tiny Pomeranian! He is
and am now
torn from bees mnmma's amis; He Is placed In the so common dog pound. He
well. I recom- is given these vulgar, what yon call
Jmend it to all afflict
Mrs. J.
hamburger meat. He starve before he
ed with nervous prostration,"
WOW!
Christman, 193 Oak Street, Bingham-to- n,
eat it. The brave doggie I
New York.
It happened In the Cafe Lafayette,
The success of Lydia E. Pínkharo'
at 019 Wabush avenue. Everything Is
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
liapplness. The orchestra go "Ln, la,
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
la." The mademoiselles make silvery
used with perfect confidence by women
luughter. The pupas beam. The mamwho suffer from nervous prostration,
ulcerainflammation,
displacements,
mas are enjoying their dinner.
tion, irregularities, periodic pains, backThere sits the little Pauline Heln-ck- ,
feeling, flatulency,
ache, bearing-dow- n
twelve years old, with her papa,
Lydia E.
indigestioh and dizziness.
Dr. Aline Paul Ileineck of 1S09 South
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is th
Trumbull avenue.
' Is the
Near
standard remedy for female ills.
merry party of Mile. B. Matte, who Is on tin way to Sun Francisco from
If there are any complications about,
which you need advice write in conDetroit. She is the mamma of ths so cute Pomeranian.
See how sweet she is to him, how nice she feeds him the white meat of fidence to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass.
the chicken breust, the orange slice, the French pastry.
2
Sudden ull is discord. The music stop. The little girl Is screaming. The
dog is yapping. He has bit the little girl on her left baud. Her papa Is mad.
He is calling for the police. Holy blue!
It Is a fright! What can she do?
It Is most horrible!
The police lieutenant soy the dog must be taken to the pound. He must
be kept there until it is seen he lias not rabies. Name of a pig! But yes.
A messenger is sent to the railroad station In much hurry. He Is to hold
Acid-Stoma- ch
lie train five, six, seven minute, till M'selle say good-bto her darling, pre'.
cious pet.
That bitter heartburn, belchinc,'
She kiss lies little nose, and (lash to the taxi. M'selle come back for anIndigestion, bloat aftar atina
other kiss. She take two, three, four, five, six. She cover lies nose with aU art cauaed by
But tfaejr
re only orat aymptoma danger aleña
kisses. She dash out. She dash back. She kiss him again. It is the Inst time.
you of awful troubles If not atopped.
Is It not of the saddest?
Ah, how she weeps!
Headache, blllouaneaa, rheumatism, aolatica,
that tired, llntleia feellruf, lack of anercy.
dliilneaa, Insomnia, even cancer and loara
of the inteetlnea and many other alimenta
ara traceable to
Girl Who
Him Is
Man
Thousands yea, millions of people
to be well and atronir ara mera weak-linThey really
because of
In the mldat of plenty because they
ILL. Hold up those obituary notices for Arthur Gross of 1328 atarve
do not ret enough strength and vitality frora
ROCKFORD,
Chicago. He denies he's dead. He enme back to the the food they eat
Take BATONIC and (Iva your atomaeh a
Hayes hotel here at 4 o'clock this afternoon and the manager showed hliu a chanca
to do lta work right. Make It strong.
BATONIC
telegram from C. F. Adams & Co. of cool, aweet and comfortable.
brings quick relief for heartburn, belching.
225 South State street, Chicago, for Indigestion and other atomaeh miseries. Im. I TTl I V
digestion helpa you get full atrength
whom Gross Is a collector, asking par- proves
from your food. Thouaanda aay BATONIC
la the moat wonderful atomaeh remedy In
ticulars of his death.
world. Brought them relief when everyGross had just spent an hour try- the
thing elae failed.
DFAO' ing to
Our best testimonial It what BATONIC
convince the police there were
will do for you. So get a big too box of
no "particulars" and he was in no BATONIC today from your druggist, use It
daye If you're not pleased, return It
mood to give his obituary to the hotel live get
your money back.
and
people. The police hud received two
telegrams demanding the fucts and
asking them to see that an undertaker
took charge of the body. Gross suld
CT (Tor yopr
they could go ahead, If they liked,
but he'd "be derned" If he was going to puy any undertaker's bill.
"The first thing I want to tell you," he suld to a reporter, "Is thut that
story about my death is all a darned lie. And, furthermore, I won't stand for
any funeral expenses. The whole thing wus cooked up by a woman. She used
to be my sweetheart, bnt she's married now, and keeps tagging after me. She
followed me here. I refused to see her and she went back to Chicago. I
guess when she found she couldn't get me she wanted to 'kill' me."
Gross Is a good guesser. That's Just exactly what happened. - '

CHICAGO.

lit

s,

I

Caused by

y

Insists

"Killed"

Mistaken

t

f!ATONIC
acid-stomac-

The Army of
Constipation

Large Plans of the Aurora Borealis Ice Company

Is Growiog Smaller Every Dir
CARTER'S LITTLE LIVER PILLS
Not
muy relieve cnnetiua- JT.
tion, but correct i
rvai!aañá?
biliousne
sick

yv

are responsible.
Visions of affluence gone nnd with them $30,000
cash, Homer Hogiath, a fnrmer of Mlnneupolis, Kan., has
applied for a warrant for Galllleo Grublno, alias Gallileo Grub, alleged participant in the discovery of the North
pole nnd promoter for the "Aurora
THU IS
Borealis Ice company."
o
TH'JPOT
One blazing hot day Inst July
appeared on the Hograth farm
ftith a suveryor's instrument. Grubb
seemed busy and preoccupied, inuklng
measurements and continually looking
toward the skies.
Finally, Hograth says, the stranger
suddenly exclaimed excitedly, "This
Is the spot, the very spot."
Then Gal
lileo Grublno Introduced himself and
offered to buy his farm, continually raising Hie price. nograth, scenting a
mysterious fortune, refused to sell. ,
Upon his fourth visit Hograth says Galllleo finally abandoned his attempt
to purchase and agreed to take Hograth Into partnership. He explained that
he was an Italian scientist, that he had accompanied Peary to the North pole
und that the pole was really a steel projection from the center of the earth.
He had invented, he told Hograth, a mighty scoop, to be attached to the
pole und to be run by electricity. In the process of the earth's revolution the
scoop would dip Into the ice of the arctic, and as the earth revolved the scoop
would gradually tip and Its contents full to the earth in the exact longitude
und latitude of Hograth's farm.
Since Hograth had refused to sell the place, Galllleo offered to accept the
farmer as a partner upon the payment of $30,000. Hograth to remain upon the
farm and take care of the ice, while Galllleo would return to the pole and
harness his scoop upon it.
Galllleo hasn't returned from the pole.
KAN.

MINNEAPOLIS,

Gnl-ile-

Ouija

Board

Clew to

Fortune Temporarily

Fails

digestion, sal- - A
low
n-

.ki-

they never
fail
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of regular habits follow.
Vegetable.

Purely

Small Pin Small Dote Small Price
DR. CARTER'S IRON PILLS, Nature's
great nerve and blood tonic for

Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness,
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness.
ttaajsi ami law il ailira
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SQUEEZED
TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful'
It it usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

The world's standard rsmedv for kidney,.
liver, bladder and uric add trouble.
Famous lince 169S. Take regularly and
keep in food health. In three sisea. AU

Mrs. Adeline Jones, pretty young Denver woman, will probably
druggista. Guaranteed aa represented,
her origin or establish her claim to nn immense fortune, said Leek (of the name Cold Medal urn evsry Ian
part
on
complete
of
Chief
the
of
failure
and accept no Imitada
to be rightfully hers, as the result of
Police J, E. Kinney and Detectives
yon coming to the STOCK 8ROWT
Rey and Schuler of the Indianapolis AnAre
Increasing number of youns people come
police department, to unravel the mys- to Denver Stock Show week, aea the show,
then remain for a three or aU months'
tery of tli8 girl's parentage and babycourse. We Invita all who are Interested to
visit the achooL
Located next to May
hood history.
Company.
Clues furnished the Indianapolis
police by Detective Frank E. McCabe
of Denver came to naught, due to the
WS M
JCMsr
Jae' I
IS
death of the parties named and the
SCHOOL
nsy
wrecking of an old Indianapolis
Champa He,
S
Denver. Cola..
Him for orphans, the place from which,
NEEDLES. Mortons needles
according to an ouija board, Mrs. Jones rilOKOOKAPH
give clearest tone on any phonograph. Kauh
was taken 22 years ago last month. needle playa ten recorda perfectly. Package
of 60 needlea for 16 cents or aend 11.00 for
According to tne story as toia wetectlve McCabe by the girl, she believed 10 packagea and we aend free record catalog
which aavea you 20
on all recorda pura
1038
short
time
street
until
of
L.
Pearl
Mrs.
Snider
herself the daughter of
Mortone Co., Century Bldg.,N.T.Clty.
chased.
ago, when she accidentally stumbled on to the fact that she was not the
uaught&r,of the woman. Her efforts to draw an explanation from Mrs. Snider
FRECKLES
failed and then came the ouijn board test, which resulted in the revelation of
to
alive
supposed
in
be
still
the girl's adoption, the fact that her mother was
Indiana and that her father was supposedly murdered in a meat market in the
If neglected, often leads to acrioua trouble.
Hoosler state, and tlie further fact thut her father was wealthy nnd that she
Safeguard your health, relieve your distress
was the rightful heir to a fortune. Facts dug up by McCabe substuntlated a
and soothe your irritated throat by taking
part of this and now the Indianapolis police have also confirmed the ouija
board s statements.
McCabe declares that the action of the ouija bourd, now practically sub
"
stantiated, Is UDexpluinable
.
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Popularity of Fabric Indicates That It
Will Be Favorite for Spring Wear;
Guaranteed to Give Reasonable Service.
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1 Shipping room of the census bureau from which suppllos are mnlled to the 87,000 enumerator.
h
rifles of Fort MncArthur, Los Angelen.
mortars and
.iurins tarRet practice with the
can Hed Cross nurses leaving Vladivostok for the Interior of Siberia.
h

NEWS REVIEW OF
CURRENT EVENTS

They declare their only aim Is to protect their land from the poison of
The Japnnese premier has
Indicated that any general advance of
the soviet forces beyond the southeast
side of Lake Baikal will result In outright war between the Japanese and
the bolshevik!.

Treaty Compromisers Still Are

Premier Nltti and Foreign Minister
Hopeful but Wilson Shows
Sclalola of Itnly have gone to Paris
and London to try to bring about an
No Signs of Yielding.
adjustment of the Adriatic dispute favorable to Italy. The latter, addressing the Italian senate, said Mr. LanPBOCRESS OF THE BOLSHEVIKI sing's proposal for the neutralization
of the Dalmatian Islands and the surrounding sea as far as Ragusa was InSign Armistice With Esthonia and tolerable, since it would leave a part
Worry Japan by Siberian Advance
of the Italian coast exposed to the
same attack as In the late war, but
Congres GeU Lot of Adhe believed Great Britain "and France
vice on Railway Legislation.
could persuade President Wilson to
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Prospects of a satisfactory compromise In the treaty sltuatlon( in the
United States senate were not much
brightened by the developments of last
week. The compromisers, were unremitting in their efforts, however, and
one of them. Senator Pomerene, after
with Senator Lodge,
x conference
nald: "I believe we will get together.
None of the reservations which the
majority of the senate adopted Is as
bad ns defeat of the treaty. The country wants the treaty ratified promp-

tly."'
The signs that b good many Democrats were ready to abandon the administration's policy of .ratification
without reservation caused Secretary
Tumulty to visit the capítol and study
the situation for the president. He
bad a long talk with Senator Hitchcock, and while neither would give
the details of the conference, Mr.
Hitchcock said: "We've got a long
row to hoe yet before we reach a compromise." lie added that nothing Mr.
Tumulty said Indicated the slightest
sign that the president would yield In
his refusal to compromise In the fight
-

Meanwhile the supreme council In
Paris, which had made up Its mind to
go ahead without waiting longer for
ihe United States, ran up against a
snag. It had fixed January 6 as the
day on which the protocol should be
Kigned and ratifications of the German treaty be exchanged, and
that the German delegates
did not have full power to act. Steps
to rectify this were taken.. The supreme council learned that there- were
Ktlll some 80,000 German troopg In upper Silesia, where a plebiscite Is to be

held, and It was decided Germany
should bo told It had better remove
them at once. It was also planned to
send a mission of allied officers to supervise the withdrawal of Hungarian
troops that are lu that part of western Hungary that was given to Aus-

tria.
On the last day of the year the Esand soviet Russians In conference at Dorpat signed a seven days'
armistice, the protocol Including &
temporary adjustment of boundaries,
military guarantees and recognition
of the Independence of Esthonia. It
was assumed that this agreement
would; soon be followed by the conclusion of a definite peace between the
two countries.
In a New Tear's greeting to the
world, sent from Moscow by wireless,
the soviet government promises that
in 1920 it will victoriously end" the
civil war in Russia, that soviets will
be established In Berlin, Washington.
Paris and London, and that soviet authority will be supreme throughout
the world.

tonians

General Semenoff Is now the domi-

nant figure among the
Following his disastrous
of Siberia.
defeats1 and the swift advance eastward of the soviet armies, Admiral
Kolchak went Into eclipse. His forces
melted away rapidly, and In the Irkutsk region mutiny and anarchy preThe entente allies and the
vailed.
United States seem quite disinclined
to Intervene further In the affairs' of
Russia by force of arms, in which they
probably are wise, and it appears to
be up to Japan' to stop the onward
sweep of holshevlsm In the far East,
If It can be done at all. The Impression prevails that the Japanese will
be given a free hand on their assurance that they have no Intention of
any additional territory.
Annexing

change his views.
"M. Clemencenu
and Mr. Lloyd
George told me," said the foreign niln
Ister, "that if France, England and
Italy ngreed, even going beyond the
terms of President Wilson, they believed they could present the agreement to President Wilson and Induce
him to accept It In the Interest of European peace."

If the conferees of the senate and
house do not arrive at a satisfactory solution of the railway bill puzzle, It will not be for lack of advice,
expert and Inexpert. All sorts of organizations have been taking a whack
at It, and all of them are directly Interested. The American Federation
of Labor, the four railway brotherhoods and ten railway shopmen's
unions affiliated with the federation
got together In Washington and told
what they wished, what they hoped
for and what they would not counteIn the first place, they denance.
clared themselves In favor of two
years more of government operation
of the railways, In order to give the
principle of government ownership a
real test. They realized that the return of the roads to their owners on
March 1 Is now a certainty, but gave
notice that they will make government
ownership a political Issue In the future. As for the pending legislation,
they declared themselves against the
e
feature and the penalty
provisions against ceasing work, and
In favor of the features which tend to
establish better relations between the
employees and the carriers, and urged
that these features be extended to the
sleeping car nnd Pullman company
employees.
The railway shopmen
already have voted td strike If cone
gress adopts the Cummins
provision, and it is believed the brotherhoods might adopt the same course.
Next, the American Bankers', association told what it considered necessary to rehabilítate the Impaired credit of the roads. It favors the speedy
return to private ownership; the voluntary but not compulsory consolidation of railroad properties ; permissive
federal incorporation; exclusive regulation nnd control of the issue of
stocks and bonds by railroads and water common carriers by a federal
board ; a government guarantee to; the
roads for six months after the end of
federal control, of net operating Income equal to the standard return for
the same period during federal control ; and an extension of the carriers'
Indebtedness to the government for
capital expenses to run serially for
from ten to twenty years. All these
features are In either the Cummins or
the Esch bill, and some of them are
In both.
Another group vitally Interested In
the railway legislation Is thé shippersand these gentlemen, at a national conference In Chicago, besides recommending higher rates for the roads,
adopted resolutions In substance as
follows :
"AVe are opposed to the creation of
a transportation board as provided in
the Cummins bill.
'!We oppose the appropriation by the
government of the excess earnings of
a railroad company.
"We oppose the scheme of ratemak-In- g
groups and standardization of
earnings therein as provided for In the
Cummins bill.
"We are opposed to the consolidation of the railroads and the division
of the country Into rate groups as provided in the Cummins bill.
"We are In favor of legislation
which will permit the return of the
anti-strik-

anti-strik-
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too, to wear reasonably
well, so that the purchase of them
does not mean the taking of a.ny very
desperate chances.
One of the very latest of taffeta mod
els Is from Madeleine et Madeleine, a
house which is the recent rage of
Paris. The color Is black and. the
stripes across the front are little tucks
run in by fine hand stitches. Then
there is n plaited frill of the taffeta
ribbon
ubout the neck, tied with'
woven In bright green and gold threads.
The oversklrt, low In front and high
Tit back, Is edged with a deep fringe
of monkey fur. The sleeves In thH
model are .short and puffed.
The Parisian Waist Line.
The basque on this frock is one of
the new decrees of Paris. It does
not reach as low n line as basques
of the pust few months have done.

Unes of Gowns Straight Instead gunranteed,

í

3

Scene
Ameri-

railroads to their owners at the earliest possible moment and permit operation by them.
"We re In favor of legislation that
will effectually prevent the catastrophe that would follow a general railroad strike and at the same time fully
recognize the rights of the laborer und
all parties In interest."
President Wilson's second industrial
conference has put forward a tentative plan for the settlement of industrial disputes and adjourned until January 12, when It will be ready to listen
to criticisms of its scheme from interested parties. So far the comments
on the plan have ranged all the way
from warm praise to ridicule. As machinery for conciliation the conference
proposes this:
1. A national Industrial tribunal, appointed by the president, to serve as a
board of appeal for the final adjustment of wage and other controversies.
ap2. Twelve
regional chairmen,
pointed by the president, who will
form boards on occasion from established panels of employers and employees for the adjustment of particular disputes.
3. Regional boards of Inquiry to Investigate nnd report upon any dispute
which either or both parties refuse to
settle through a board of adjustment.
4. Umpires to whom a board may
refer a dispute for decision.
The plan does not propose to do

away with the ultimate right to strike,
to discharge or to maintain the closed
or the open shop ; but a decision under It would be binding on both parties, having the force and effect of a
trade agreement. The conference believes policemen, firemen and other
government employees should be denied the right to strike, but not the
right to associate for mutual protection or the presentation of grievances.

The latest fashion In Paris to
which the eyes of persons interested
In, dress persist In turning in spite of
what America tiow has to offer of
its own Include many useful nlnts to
the woman who has still to think of
winter clothes, states n leading fash-Io- n
In the first place,
correspondent.
Paris fashions are apt to Indicate what
our fashions will be a season or two
hence, and, In these days of the high
cost of everything, if one must 'my
a frock now,, it Is only good sense to
see that It Is the sort of thing that
Is to be Instead of what has been or
Is ceasing to be.
One Important assertion from a
Paris fashion authority Is Jint the
lines of the gowns that the Parisians
have accepted for the winter are
straight instead of being puffed out li
places.
The further the season ad
vnnces, she states, the more evident
it becomes that the pannier silhouette
is not so popular, at least In Paris, as
It was expected It might be. For an
astonishing number of seasons that
have trailed, Into years the straight
silhouette has been the thing in Paris,
and it looks ns though the French
woman Is determined to hang on to
a mode which so well becomes her.
Keeping Clear of Extremes.
The Parisian, too. In her dressing is
keeping clear of any extremes In fashion. She has always done this more
or less, and she is still holding to
the rule that her style once discovered
must be clung to rather than changed
merely for change's sake. The straight
silhouette seems to suit the majority
of them. They all love it and keep
We In this country
on wearing It.
are taking up the style more and more
as time goes on. Within Its limitations there are many variations possible. An Infinite variety of the gowns
can be designed without depending
upon the idea of stralghtness.
Sleeves In Paris are still short very
short, In fact there being no disposiIf they
tion to halfway measures.
are not very short, they are long and
tight and reach over the hands, fitting
snugly all the way down. Skirts, too,
are as short as they were at the fall
openings, which means not almost knee
length, as they were In the uuramer, but
a good 11 or 12 Inches from the ground
to hem.
Coats are medium length and are
trimmed sparingly with fur. Some- -

that the

well-being- ,,

Mb
Dress of Black Taffeta and Monkey
Fur From Madeleine et Madeleine.

times the fur Is used to give a slightly
exaggerated hip line ns It finishes the
lower edge of a coat. Then again It
Is employed only for a tiny collar fitting the neck snugly.
Trimming In Moderation.
The trimmings on the Parisian midwinter frocks are gorgeous and beautiful, but rather sparingly used. Little
strips of glided trimming edge necks
Death claimed two distinguished and sleeves In clever fashion, and
members of America's fighting forces sometimes these edges are repeated on
last week Maj. Gen. Thomas H. Bar- pocket flaps or on the edges of long
ry nnd Rear Admiral John E. Pills-bur- silt pockets. - Fringe is almost extinct,
General Barry was In activé but there are bits of it seen on the
service from the time of his gradua- ends of flapping panels or to trim the
tion from West Tolnt in 1877 until his abbreviated evening skirt of an otherretirement, last August. He did ex- wise tightly fitting gown. Embroidery
cellent work In the Philippines, com- is more fashionable than ever, though
manded the army of Cuban pacificawhen the French do It they lean, espetion, and in the war with Germany cially Just now, to rather Inconspicutried earnestly to obtain a divisional ous x strips rather than to large and
commrtnd In France, but was kept at heavy banding.
home because of his physical condiTaffeta is fast growing In favor,
Admiral "Pillsbury, who was and every day from the couturiers
tion.
graduated from the naval academy In come new models made of this mate1862, was retired in 1008 for age, with rial.
This would seem to Indicate
25 years' sea service to his credit. the popularity of taffeta for spring
During the Spanish war he command- wear In our own country.
Taffetas
ed the dynamite cruiser Vesuvius.
now are soft and pliable, and they are
y.

That "bad back" is probably due to

kidneys.
It shows in a dull,
throbbing backache, or ehan) twinges
when stooping.
You have headaches,
too, dizzy spells, a tired nervous feeling and irregular kidney action. Don't
neglect it there ic danger of dropsy,
gravel or Bright's diacagel Use Doan i
Kidney Pills. Thousands have saved
themselves more serious ailments by
the timely use of Doan't. Alk Your
weak

Neighbor!

A New Mexico

Case

Arthur R. Crozier,
Main St, Carlsbad, N.
Méx., says: "I was in
bad shape with my
kidneys. There was a
heavy, dull bearing-dow- n
pain right across
the small of my back
and it never seemed
to ease up. The action of my kidneys
was Irregular and
sometimes my back
got so lame and stiff
that I could hardly
bend over. Doan's Kid
ney Fills helped me
soon after 1 took them Ucauv
and one box rid me of all trouble and
fixed me up In fine shape."
Cal Doan's at Any Stora, 60e a Bos
'

DOAN'SCO-

FOSTER-MH-BUR-

"pTJLs
BUFFALO. N.Y.

Comfort Your Skin
With Cuticura Soap
and Fragrant Talcum
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 ans 50c, Taleaa 25c

I

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
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HINDERCORNS

RmnoTt Otras, Cal
louses, ia, stops sil ptin, ensure comfort to th
BUkN walking any 1 5c by mail or at Drug,
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Dyeing-Dyei- ng

25 Years of
Successful Dyeing
The Model Cleaners and Dyers
1317

BROADWAY, DENVER, COLO.

THIH Id A ULINO AD" Anyuna is blind
Latest
aa a bat who falla to Inveatisate.
borne essential to women; no windmill needunnecessary;
no
deliveries;
ll.sO;
ed; stock
100; circulars. Box 2215. S. Lake City. Utah.

Leave Well Enough Alone.
d
One day recently u
youngster of Greencaslle, Ind., who
Street Frock of Black Velours. Skirt makes his hoin with her gramlfolUs,
was naughty.
The grandmother looke'l
and Bodice Piped In Faille.
down on the child with a frown on her
It drops Just an Inch or two below face In nil effort to show lier tllsiileus-ur-e
the normal waist Une and fits rather
at the net of the tot ami th's is
snugly
into the waist where It what the little girl said:
"Please,
wrinkles slightly at the sides. All the grandmother, leave your face as God,
Paris reports received In the last few made it."
weeks state that this Is growing to be
the waist Une more and more accepted
BREAKS YOUR COLD IN
by Parisians themselves,
JUST A FEW HOURS
gown
Is
taffeta
Another new French
made In shades of taupe, dark and
light. The foundation skirt. a little bit "Pape's Cold Compound" Instantly relieves stuffiness and
fuller at the sides than It Is at the
back and front, Is mnde of the darker
. distress
shades and so are the little, tight, short
Then there Is one of those
Quit blowing
sleeves.
Don't stay stuffed-up- !
basque waists that have Just been de- and snuffling
A dose of "Pape's Cold
This Is made of the Ughtef Compound" taken every two hours unscribed.
shade, as are also the straight panels til three doses are taken usually breaks
which fall over the skirt at back and up a severe cold and ends all grippe
front There Is an embroidered medal- misery.
lion on the front of the bodice at the
The very first dose opens your
waistline and one on each of the lower clogged-u- p
nostrils and the air passends of the panels, this being done In ages of the head ; stops nose running ;
threads of the darker shade of taupe relieves the headache, dullness,
with some gold threads Intermingled.
soreness and stiffness.
Plaited taffetas - and satins and
"Pape's Cold Compound" Is the
serges continue to be 'created and worn quickest, surest relief known and costs
to a large extent In Paris. There are only a few cents at drug stores. It
plaited skirts with plain basques, and acts without assistance, tastes nice,
there are whole plaited dresses In taf- contains no quinine Insist upo
feta with only a fold of the dress's Pape's ! Adv.
materlul at the neck to finish the thing
'
off.
Force of Habit.
Modest Evening Dresses.
"I don't want any more returned
Evening dresses In Paris are, ac- soldiers to work on my farm."
"Why not? I thought they made
cording to reports, taming their wnys
Recently at a huge good workers."
very materially.
"They're too good. I set this one to
reception where all cf the smart people in Paris were gathered the evening spading up, nnd before I could stop
gowns were of the simplest and most him he had dug a front line trench
unradical type. In spite of all that across my field."
has been heard of the low back or
nothing at all In the back mode, the
Children's handkerchiefs often look
necks were only moderately low. The hopeless when they come to the launskirts' were only moderately short.
dry. Wash with good soap, rinse In
Sashes of all sorts and descrip- water blued with Bed Cross Bag Blue.
tions are Important parts of the later
Her "Sorrow Clothes."
season evening gowns. They are used
Mary Ellen had Just finished dressby the French literally to make a
gown, for on the lines of the sash, the ing a clothespin In black for Hallow-- .
color and the manner of arrangement een and she said, "That clothespin
depends the effect of the finished cre- has lost her husband and has on her
ation. On a black charmeuse evening sorrow clothes."
gown, Interestingly draped to follow
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
the line of the figure, a wide sash
made of cloth of gold Is wound about
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay Rum,
small box of Barbo Compound, and M
the low waist line, tied In a huge knot
hair twice a
at the left side back and Its ends lined oz. of glycerine. Apply to thedesired
shade.
week until it becomes the
and
by
tipped
chiffon
golden
with
Any druggist can put this up or you can
hanging
almost to mix it at home at very little cost. It will
weighty gold tassels
the hem of the garment Indeed, one gradually darken streaked, faded gray hair,
and will make harsh hair soft and glossy.
end hangs below the hem.
It will not co'or the scalp, is not sticky er
, Charming French Hats.
greasy, and does not rub off. Adv.
ihree-year-ol-

1

Numerous deaths In many parts of
the country, due to the drinking of bogus whisky made of wood alcohol, have
aroused the authorities and have
spread dismay In the ranks of those
who were relying on "moonshine"
liquor for their evasions of the prohibition laws. Criminal gangs In several cities have engaged In the manufacture of this deadly drink, and have
profited enormously, but some of their
members are now under arrest and
probably many others will be caught
and punished. Their victims, naturally, are mainly of the poorer classes,
which could not afford to lay In "private stocks" before the sale of liquor
became Illegal. If the wood alcohol Is
not fatal to the drinkers, It Is almost
As
certain to cause total blindness.
one result of the deaths the bureau of
Internal revenue will recommend to
congress the passage of a law subjecting the manufacture and sale of wood
alcohol to the same restrictions as
grain alcohol.
'

Attorney General Palmer has no fear
red movement will go far
enough in this country "to disturb our
or create any
peace and
widespread distrust of the people's
government."
And In order that It
may not go sq far, he announces, the
department of Justice will keep up a
warfare
persistent and aggressive
against the radlca's. He says some
2,000 of them will be deported In the
near future, and In order to have
enough on hand to fill up the "soviet
arks" his agents on New Year's day
took a large number of the reds Into
custody.
Mr. Palmer urges that the
radical propaganda be counteracted
by teaching Its purpose through the
press, the church, the schools, the labor unions and patriotic organizations.

:

Watch Year Kidneys!

n
are
French hats for the
as plain as ever and so charming that
Disregard Desired.
It Is hard to tell Just why. For one
"My landlord refuses to speak to
reason they manage to fit the wearer me." "So does mine. And I wish he
They are shaped wouldn't write to me, either."
most astonishingly.
as an adjunct to her features and as
an accent to the other parts of her atSome things go without snylng, but
tire. The little, draped turbans that a woman's tongue Isn't In thnt class.
turn away from the face and slouch
over the ears are the popular favorites.
When flatterer meets flatterer his
One of the draped velvet hats peuranlc majesty sits down and rests.
culiarly French In the way it carries
out the Unes of the face Is In dark
blue and has for Its trimming two
bunches of a few coque feathers each,
and they stream out over each ear in
the most unstudied and careless fashDraped oriental turbans made
ion.
of the most gorgeous of old and new
C'9en
brocades are much in demand.
(grits for fr tyt Cm Book Hurta Co.Oiicafa.u.&j
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

Get Your
Oil Cake & meal

Disinfection Houses on Mexican Border
By the U. S. Department oí Agricultura

Census Bureau Estimates
Count Made Next Year Will
Shew 110300,000 People

HINTS FOR THE
POULTRY GROWER

Sam Rogers, federal director of ceny
sus, will begin to count noses in the
The trouble with a good many peo- United States January 2. .
"To count the people is a big Job,
ple who keep hens is thnt they don't
apply the rule : You can't get out of a but I have the finest working machine
thing more than you put Into it. This In and out of Washington," says the
is the way that D. II. Iteid. Wisconsin census director.
The ceusus bureau estimated the
college of agriculture, sizes up the
matter of feeding for egg production. count will show 110,000,000 people as
The hen puts into the egg what she against the 1010 population of 01,,
872,200.
is fed, says Mr. Reld, She dislikes
The work of gathering data will be
coun
lay
counterfeits and refuses to
terfeit eggs. An egg contains the same completed in two weeks after it starts.
constituents as corn and wheat, but The big Job will be compiling it.
It has a larger percentage of protein Every large city in the country has
than either. Chemists find that egg one or more census supervisors. New
are simply water, protein and ash, and York city is divided into four districts.
the egg is wa- Other supervisors have charge of one
that more than one-haprotein, and congressional district each.
ter, less than
Figures on the total population will
h
about
fat.
1920.
The ordinary hen eats about four not be ready till fall of
Only additional information this
The
fed
were
day.
ounces of feed a
If she
preon wheat alone she would receive only census will show, not included in
censuses, will be the
enough lime to make one egg every 12 vious decennial
mortgages on homes. In
days. On the other hand, she would amount of
showed that of the 20,- census
1910
the
have enough carbohydrates to nmko
t-- i
In the United States,
. . i
three eggs a day, but as she refuses 25r,rr3 homes
were owned and 10,097,895
to Vary the quality of her eggs, she 0,0S3,711
Of the homes owned
were
rented.
will lay only as many ns she has lime
were incumbered.
for. So on a wheat diet without oyster shell, her egg production will be
very low.
Lichti Chinesis One of
However, even if given oyster shell,
Nature's Daintiest Fruit
she would have only enough protein
Packages, Writer Declares
to lay one egg in three days, and her
egg production would still be very low.
"One of the daintiest packages that
Without the materials she needs to
lay an egg, she simply refuses to lay. has ever been wrapped by Nature's
By adding some high protein feeds, as hand," Is the way líobert S. Walker,
meat scrap and oiimeal, her ration can wrltiug In the Guide to Nature, charbe balanced so that, If she eals four acterizes the fruit of the Lichti chine-si- s,
ounces of food, she gets enough proan evergreen tree native to southtein and limestone with carbohydrates ern China, but which planters are atto make an egg at least two days out tempting to grow in southern Califorof three, always providing she has wania. So far (he lichti fruit has been
A Pleasant Place XoTradc
ter enough to supply the large percent- received in America In a dry state,
age necessary to the egg. Even 59 per and in thnt condition in the markets
cent production Is considered a pay- it is improperly called the lichti nut
ing proposition.
It is' not a nut In any sense of the.
PROUD OF THEIR HIGHWAY
word, because the seed N not edible.
WOULD BREAK OLD CUSTOM
The plant Is grown only for the fruit.
Edinburgh Citizens, Not Without Rea
Farmers May Obtain Large
The Lichti chinesis ripens Its globuSecModern Girl Not Satisfied With
son, Claim Princes Street It
Fuel
reddish fruit in midsummer. Each
by
lar,
of
Supply
Winter
ond Place, Even When Inscribed
Superior to Any.
measures from ono
Utilizing Fallen Timber Individual fruit
on Her Tombstone.
to two inches in díame-- ,
f
and
When Edinburgh began to outgrow
ter. The flesh, white and Juicy, Isrso-- l
There's a certain old cemetery out
Its streets and run over into the counMany farms have available large curely and snugly inclosed in a rough,
in
now
Jersey
where,
when
and
again,
tryside the citizens took the matter
quantities of timber, fallen and other-Wis- brittle hull. When dry It rattles In the
in hand and decided to enlarge their visiting friends the writer strolls
which the farmer can profitably hull. Each has a large single seed in
city. They started with a drab little on Sunday. Many a story lingers convert
into fuel for winter, says the the center. The Chinese eat the fruit
grave
neglected
a
haughty
about
a
or
street which they built over from the
raw, dried or canned. It is different
ünlted
States
department of agriculground up and called it Princes street. headstone.
ture, if he will provide himself with from any fruit raised In the United
But two
young peoFrom the day its first Stone was laid
equipStates, or from any imported from any
the necessary
the Scots of Edinburgh determined ple furnished her diversion one after- ment A large amount of labor re- other foreign country.
that Princes street should be the most noon. They were engaged, that was quired In preparing firewood has kept
plain, and proud of It Theirs was a many
beautiful street Imaginable.
farmers from using wood for
Today Princes street is, to the happy silence, broken by the girl's fuej, h"t with the high prices for coal
Scot, the most beautiful 6treet In the clear soprano.
LOVE SONG
It behooves the thrifty farmer to con"Do you know, George, what I've sider the advantage of Investing In a
world. The stranger from another land
struggles to remain' true to home at been noticing in this cemetery?"
machine which will make
My trut love's poor I do not Cwe,
tractions and compromises by pro
Apparently George did not
'
It possible to utilize much timber on
Her praises I will riní
nouncing Princes street one of the
"Why, on almost every tombstone
expendibis land at a relatively small
he bath a face as tweet and fall
most beautiful streets In the world. marking the grave of a man and his ture of labor. A great many farmers fAs ever graced the court o' Klnff
On one side of the Scottish main wife, his name comes first with hers already have gasoline engines suitable
to glitter bright
street are ranged the best hotels, tucked modestly below. Take this": for driving such a machine. The lat- Ho ornaments
-- t
Or gaudy jewels He
shops1, and clubs In Edinburgh.
On And she read aloud, "Thomas Springeter is comparatively inexpensive. One Upon her garment!, neat ana Whltthe other are terraces and monuments
But, oh! the diamonds o' her eye I '
er. Died April 22, 1842. Age eighty-fiv- e outfit can do the work for several
with a frame of trees and grass.
years. His wife Annie, died June farmers each year and the purchase of
hath no bank account nor wealth,
years. You a complete outfit, including an engine, She
From this street you can see the 2, 1838, aged forty-thre- e
Tet lov'fl not lese apart
towers of Edinburgh castle standing see even if the wife dies first her place to furnish power may be profitable for For she bath imlleg and the hath healt- hout against the sky. Here are statues on the tombstone is at the bottom. & group of farmers or for one who is And oh! the gold within ber heart!
of Edinburgh's great and gardens Isn't it queer?"
In a position to do a certain amount oi My dearie ie o' lowly birth,'
Ño blue blood In her vein;
George had evidently not bothered Work for his neighbors.
where the Scots- - can take the air withFor her, no coronets o earth-B- ut
out going to the outskirts of the city. much about tombstones.
He'd been too
oh! the queen o' love's domain! f
Of the statues, the most beautiful Is busy looking at her. But It didn't
v
Lettuce Fields of 30 to
that of Scotland's favorite writer, Sir really matter much, he thought.
My sweet, my rose, though you are poof.
-am
Walter Scott. An arch decorated with
I,
"Oh, but it does," she argued. "It's
40 Acres in California ForA millionaire
you are mine, I love thee more.
many spires forms a covering for a another attack on a woman's individgrows
cold In the desert eky!
sun
Till
the
marble statue of the novelist. About uality. Now, when I die, much as 1
Charles Kiely Shetterly,
field
grown
on
name
a
my
being
small1
hlra in corners of the arch are
care for you, I don't want
Lettuce is
statues of his greatest characters.
to be a postscript on your tombstone."
scale in the Imperial and Salt river
Naturally George assured her that valleyo of California, fields of from SO Loco Weed of the Western
Princes street Is beautiful because
the Scots have never swerved from it shouldn't be, and they strolled on, to 40 acres being not extraordinary.
Plains Terror to Buffalo
and the At the height of the production seain tune with the infinite
their purpose of making It so. Nothing can be added to Princes street, no weather. It had been a glimpse of the sonJanuary and February It is not
The meaning of the poison in the
stricture built without the approval twentieth century girl that would have uncommon for 20 carloads of lettuce loco
weed of the western plains seems
amazed Annie Springer, at rest be- a day to be shipped to the middle
of the city.
fairly clear. It protected the plants
Thin
granite.
markets.
neath- the
Eastern
Western and
by the herds of
lettuce, grown under irrigation, is pro- from extermination
who evidently had
Is of extra wild buffalo,
by
and
labor
hand
duced
Cheap Traveling.
learned to avoid it, for none of the
Idea.
fine quality. The Industry was develMerely
A London couple connected their two
being oped on a commercial basis about early observers speak of finding "lobelieve
to
that
Impossible
is
It
bicycles by iron cross pieces carrying
much after
last coed" buffaloes, says the American
a long box and thus transport the fam- bright In school counts for boy Is get- three years ago and during the
Forestry Magazine. Domestic cattle,
leading
two years has been one of the
ily of six, the small children In the you learn that your little
of the state. on the other hand, have not yet
grades tlmn his cousin.
occupations
agricultural
poorer
ting
box.
learned to avoid it and are often
'
Kansas City Star
These localities also produce carrots,
by it, especially in seasons of
killed
e
peas, cauliflower and table beans on
poor pasture.
less extensive basis.
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border, equipment lias been completed for the
11..K1I i,y tiiu United suites department of agriculture
for the purpose of making sure that no Inrva or moth of the pink boll worm of
cotton enters the United Slates. What is known as the pot method of disinfecting the Interior of ears and cleansing the outside was discontinued on
September 30, and the only fumigation that now Is accepted as meeting the
requirements of the, federal horticultural board Is fumigation performed by
the employees of the board in the disinfection bouses.
Charges have been fixed in such a way as to cover the cost of the chemicals and labor required in fumigation. The fee Is .?5 for a railroad car and
f0 cents for any other kind of vehicle. Charges for fumigation of freight not
carried In vehicles will be adjusted to cover actual cost.
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Forty Is Sacred Number
With Respect to Weather
After St: Swithin's Day
The

40-da- y

period

of

Largest Shade Tree

Clothing the Family

Imaginary

or drought following St. Swithin's day Is now long past for this year,
itnd we shall hear no more of that
elngular superstition, says the New
York Herald, until next summer, when
It will doubtless "bob up serenely,"
only to be discredited again as it has
invariably been every year since the
worthy bishop of Winchester was burled the second time. For, of course,
the prophecy has never so much as
Snce been fulfilled. It requires every
from July 15 to August 24 in every
lyear to be either rainy, or rainless,
which Is something that never has
happened fn any" yeur."
Why 40 days was selected as the
perioa or meteroiogicai monotony is an
Interesting question, though it is probable that It was suggested by the 40
days' downpour in Noah's time. At
any rate, it is only one of the many
noteworthy uses that have been made
cf the number 40 in fact and fiction.
After the 40 days and 40 nights of
rain at the deluge, it will be recalled,
Noah waited 40 days before he opened
the window of the ark and scut forth
Ithe raven.
Good

in

Country Is Sycamore; 46
Feet in Circumference
The American Forestry Magazine is
lUrglng the planting of sycamores for
shade trees. It shows that they are of
rapid growth and attain large size. It
also calls attention to the beauty of
the tree a thing which many people
do not really appreciate. In the in
terest of more beautiful cities, It is
'desirable that sycamores be encouraged, the magazine urges.
The largest shade tree In this country is a sycamore In Worthington, Ind.
lit is 40 feet in circumference and 150
Ifeet In height the most beautiful
specimen of a tree to be found at least
4n the middle West. But it isn't the
only "grand old sycamore" to be
found; there are thousands and thousands of them In this country, says the
Columbus Dispatch.
The sycamore requires plenty of
moisture, but moisture is easily supplied In n modern city. Resides, the
tree has a habit of reaching out after
moisture, its roots extending for long
distances and going deep Into the
earth.

T0 THE POINT.
8

1

Pointless conversation bores
the quickest.
Lots of men who have an aim
In Ufe lack ambition.
Ungratefulness is one of tí
meanest traits of humanity.
Probably the easiest wt to
make trouble Is to look for it.
Homely women frequently
have the most homelike homes.
A ball dress is cut o f but the
bill for it comes high.

&

Consideration of Real Purpose of
Clothe. Will Help in
;
Economizing

Clothing the family is a business
which should be handled as systematically as any other business, declares
Laura Makepeace of the Colorado Agricultural college.
What do you want your clothing to
do for you and what do you want it
to show?
Do you not want these

things:
Protection from cold, heat, moisture
and rough surfaces?
Freedom in movement, breathing
and standing?
Beauty, by choosing materials, colors and designs suited to you and your
occupation?
Self respect, clothing which Is appropriate, becoming and within your
means, makes yourself and neighbors
think well of you."
nave you thought of the different
kinds of garments you should have?
These can be divided into three
groups: otiterclothlng, underclothing
You need to think,
and accessories.
too, of the cost of cleaning, repairs,
renovation and remodeling.
Allowing 15 per cent of the yearly
Income for clothing, a good proportion
Is, outerdothing, 70 per cent; underclothing 20 per cent ; accessories 5 per
cent, and care, 5 per cent. Go over
the garments on hand. Decide whnt
can bo freshened or remodeled. Estimate what this will cost and what new
tilings are needed, then make your
budget and stick to it.
Go shopping with a purpose.
Learn to recognize quality.
Choose slowly and thoughtfully. .

Stoppage of Circulation
Causes "Pins and Needles"
After being for a long time in a
constrained nttltude n peculiar numbness and prickling Is often felt In the
arm, the leg, or the foot. This is
caused by some Interruption to the
circulation of the blood and can usually be removed by rubbing or exercise. Physicians say that the reason
for this sensation, which is decidedly
uncomfortable, is that pressure for a
córtala length of time deadens the
When this
sensibility of a nerve.
pressure is suddenly removed (as In
straightening out the leg after sitting
with It doubled undfnieath the body)
sensibility gradually returns to the
comnerves and as each nerve-fibe- r
posing the trunk regains its normal
condition of sensibility a prickling
felt, and (lies. successive
sensation
prickling
from the successive awakenings of the libers have not inaptly

The Japanese government is preparing to appropriate the equivalent
of $125,000,000 for the development of
aviation, the amount to be expended
over four or five years. Interest in
aviation has been stimulated there by
the special French ayiation corps
which is teaching the Japanese army.
Japan is seriously backward in aviation and the fact that she Is subscribing such a large amount of money
s her intention to try to attain
the Inee In aviation occupied by the
oliu r icrcat jiowers.
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$273,000,000 Spent in Relief Work
Red Clou Report! on Was

brittle.

Crgenizalioo Hai Mora Than 30,000,000 Membeti

During ihe war the American Red Cross received $400,000,000 in
and spent $273,000,000 in relief work, it was stated in the
rfi installment of a report to the American people on the' organization's

war work.

Henry P. Davison, chairman of the war council of the Red Cross,
made the report. It showed contributions of $203,000,000 direct to tho
national headquarters and $137,000,000 to chapters.
Expenditures were divided as follows: France, $82,000,000; elsewhere overseas, $72,000,000; in tho United States, $119,000,000. There
was on hand February 28 a balance of $127,000,000 in cash and supplies.
Tremendous growth of the organization, both as to members and
contributions was shown. On March 1, 1917, there were 562 chapters-wit400,194 adult members. On February 28, 1919, there were 3,724
chapters, with 17,186 branches, with 20,000,000 adult and 11,000,000.
children members. There are 64 chapters in insular and foreign places.'
Of the $400,000,000 raissd during the war, $42,000,000 came from,
membership dues and $283,500,000 from war drives. The remainder was
from scattered sources. Some facts in connection with the war work con-- !

"ILLINOIS"

Super-Driv- e

manufactured

ft.rien-tlflcall- y

Figure

contributions

Asfcestcn In modern times has come
cloth, glove3, felt,
paper and other articles of common
use, and Is much uned as a coveting to
steam boilers and pipes, In the manu
factum of gas stoves, and, mixed with
metallic pigments, It Is employed as a
paint for wooden structures, roofs,
partitions and the like to render them
fireproof or
Jt'ls found
In most parts of the world, chiefly In
with serpentine.
connection
it Is described as a .highly
useful mineral, a fibrous variety of
several members of the hornblende
family, composed of sepnrable filaments, with a silky luster, the fibers
sometinips being delicate, flexible and
elastic and at other timas bill! acd

g

I

called "plus a:id needles."

Useful Asbestos Is Found
in Most Parts of Country
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Sat. Jan. 17,1920
Come and let us prove to you
we have the most MODERN and
BEST TRACTOR Built.
V. H. ANDERSON,
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tained in the report arc:

,

Red Croes workers, 8,100,000; relief articles produced by volunteer1
workers, 371,577,000 ; families of soldiers aided by home service in United
States, 500,000; refreshments served by canteen workers in the United
with the army, navy or lied:
States, 40.000,000; nurses enrolled fox1
i

Cross,
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